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Tbe Land Sharks were making rapid progress at tearing down the shanty. Arietta saw Wild
and his partners riding swiftly to the scene, and she ran from the camp and called
out: "Stop that, you scoundrels! You have overstepped the line.••
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YOUNG WILD WEST BOOMING A TOWN
·Arietta and the Land Sharks
BY AN OLD SCOU'l\
CHAPTER I.

Added to his wonderful skill with a rifle or revolver,
his courage, extreme coolness and ability to do the right
thing at the right time, made him one who stood without
READY TO START THE RUSH.
a peer as the ideal boy hero.
His. two partners, Cheyenne Charlie, an ex.c-GovernWhen Young Wild West and his friends struck the
little town of Grizzly Junction, New Mexico, one after- ment scout and Indian fighter, and Jim Dart, a boy about
noon in late spring, a few years ago, they found it alive the same age of Wild, as our hero was called, were typical
Westerners-those who had experienced the bitter with
with people and everything on tlic "bustle."
It is hardly :p.ecessary for lls to tell who Young Wild the sweet in trying to help boom that part of the United
West was, for so much has been printed about him that States.
All three invariably wore buckskin hunting suits,
about everyone who may be classed as a reader of stories
trimmed rather elaborately with scarle ~ fringe, but when
of western adventure knows all about him.'
But there are those who are just beginning to read they were in a warm climate they seldom had on their
fiction, as well as honest stories of adventure in which / coats, and then were picturesque in silk shirts of a bright
~
brave deeds are described, and wherein the hero and his. color.
friends do things that are calculated to stimulate the I The girls of the party were Arietta Murdock-peerless
mind of the growing youth and teach him that ,i t always Arietta, the sweetheart of Young Wild West; Anna, the
pays to do right, no matter what the cost. To them we wife of Cheyenne Charlie, and Eloise Gardner, the sweetwill say that Young Wild West, though but a boy in heart of Jim Dart.
years, was, at the time of which we write, the acknowl- 1 Of the three, Arietta was the real Western girl. She
edged Champion Deadshot of the West, and commonly had been born and reared in Wyoming, and she had been
called the Prince of .the Saddle, because of his remark- taught when but a child to use firearms and ride and
· manage horses.
able feats and achievements on horseback.
Since she had met the da~hing young deadshot she had
His light chestnut hair , had not been cut, since he was
a child, save to be trimmed at the ends, and he having learned many of his ways, and one of them was to keep
grown to be a man in size and strength, the long hair cool when danger threatened, and to use good judgment.
Anna and Eloise could hardly be expected to equal
hanging over his shoulders gave him a dashing, not to say
her in this respect, since t~ey had not been in that part
distinguished appearance.
Handsome of face and feature and graceful ~and ath- of the country but two or three years, and it had taken
letic in' £orm; there was no wonder that he should be them some time to get u~ed to the many dangers that
were to be met with while riding over the mountains and
loved and honored by those he called his friends.
1
But if the dashing young deadshot had friends, he plains, and camping out in the wilderness.
Bu't they had learned to love the free, healthful life,
surely had enemies, as well, for the evil-doer feared and
hated him; and all because h e had a way of suppressing and as we find them at the opening 0£ our story they
were the picture of health and happiness.
vice and helping those in need 0£ aid.
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There were two. servants of the party who must not be . "Well, I guess I am. But don't think that I call myforgotten-one of them especially.
. ~
self the Champion Deadshot, for I don't. Others have
They were Wing Wah, the cook, and Hop Wah, his given that name to me, and all I have to do is to defend
brother, who was called the handy man.
the title. But that don't matter. There are so many
It was the latter that needs special mention, for he good shots in the West nowadays that it would be hard
.was surely a wonderful Chinaman.
to tell who is the• best. But say! You've certainly got
Hop, though he lcmked to be as innocent and childish a bunch of people here; and there seems· to be all kinds,
ns any heathen that ever crossed the broad Pacific, was a too."
professional card sharp, n magician, and was very fond of
"Yies, Young Wild West, there's everything here, from
practical joking and whisky.
ther honest man, who has spent nigh onto his last dollar
One Chinaman was enough to do the work for , our ter git here, to ther common pickpocket from ther cities.
friends, but Hop had drifted to them, and because of his There's some of ther best people in ther whole country
numerous ways and his services in times when death here, an' there's some of ther worst. It's kinder worth
threatened them he had really become a fixture to the while ter stand off an' study 'em, I reckon."
party.
As the cowboy said this he turned and beckoned to
With this rather brief introduction we will proceed.
some of his friends, who had been watching him from
Young Wild West and his friends struck the place the front of the saloon a-0ross the way.
called Grizzly Junction more by accident than design.
Tll.ey promptly came over.
· They were simply riding about through the wildest
There were five of them, and ~hey were all cowboys.
parts of the country, in sea-rch of ,excitement and adven"Boys, I want ter introduce yer to ther Champion
ture when they sighted the town.
Deadshot of ther West," he said, waving his hand toward
The fact that so many people of both sexes, and all the dashing young hero, "'.ho was sitting calmly on the
ages, were gathered there, made• them wqnder what was buck of l1is splendid sonel stallion, Spitfire. "You've all
going on.
heard tell of Young Wild West? Well, here he is."
'They rode right up the san_dy street, however, and
The men looked surprised, but they quickly came up
manv took more than ordinary notice of them, since their and put out their hands.
dashing and picturesque appearance was bound to attract
Wild smiled at them, for a single glance told him they
attention.
were honest fellows, though rough in their ways.
:. The party halted as near as they could get to the build"How are you, boys?" he said. "I reckon you might
ing that had a sign ~cross the top, indicating that it was as well know all of us."
the general f.itore and postoffice, anil then our hero• Then he introduced his partners and the girls.
nodded to a good-natured looking cowboy and said:
This being over witli, the young deadshot, who had
"What's going on here, stranger?"
found out that the name of the cowboy he had first spok"Why, ain't yer heard, .yotmg feller?" and the cowboy en to was named Clark Tr~per, said:
-look eel very much surprised.
"Now then, if you can t ell us where there .is a good
"No; we happened to run acress this town, and we place to pitch our camp we'll make arrangements to stay
thought we would ·stop. You've got a ·lot of people here, here over night."
Tteckon."
"Put up your tents anywhere yer please," was the re"I reck?n so. There's a lot here now. But to-'rnorrer ply. "You've got jest as much ter say about it as we
mornin', a few minutes after nine, there won't be enough have. But it don't make no difference. No one will say
here ter start a poker game. Young feller, ther a word, not if yer camp in ther yard, right alongside a
Comanche Strip opens to-morrer mornin', an' all them house. But what you've got ter look out fur is thieves .
.what wants ter git homestead plots fur nothin' must start Yer want ter make sure ter do that."
from here at nine o'clock. Yer m1ght as well come in on
"I reckon if any measly coy.ate tries ter rob us he'll
th.er game, 'cause a few more don't make any difference. git his medicine in a hurry," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie,
You've got ter be twenty-one, though, ter .hold a plot of as he gave the ends of his long dark mustache a twist.
land, an' I s'pose that'll put ther most of yer out of ther "We ain't in ther habit of bein' robbed,.an' we don't like
game:-"
'
anyone ter try any sich game on us, either."
_,
· -"Yes, that's right. Only two of us have got as far · It w:as just then that a fight started in the thickest
along'. in years as twenty-one. But that won't make any part of the crowd, where a three-card monte man was
-differ~nce about tis going along with the rush. We like operating.
excjtement, and it seems to me that there oug'ht to be
In 1et:s than two minutes half a dozen shots had been
]otS' of it in a game of this kind. We don't want any fired, and then a detachment of cavalry came galloping
Government land, but we'll tak;e part in the i:ush, just the to th~ scene.
same. And -we'll help boom tlie Ii.ew town, too."
The cowboys ran over to find out what was going on,
"Good fur you, young fell er! What might your name and nodding to his companions, Young Wild West said:
·be? I sorter like ther looks of you folks, an' that's why
"I reckon we'll find a place to camp. Come on."
I ask."
The party rode on, not paying any further attention
"Well, my name happens to be Young Wilcl West."
to the trouble that had started in the crowd.
"What!" cried the cowboy, showing amazement. · "You
A hundred yard t1p the street they found a big vacant
ain't Young Wilcl West, ther Champion Deadsl1ot of ther lot, and they promptly turned in.
West, are yer ?"
"Get a move on you, Hop and Wing," our Iiero said, as
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The dashing young deadshat stood with the revolver
he dismounted, and tbe two Chinamen sliowed that there
was nothing slow about them, when they felt disposed to in his hand, while Cheyenne Charlie ran to assist the
cowboy to his feet.
·
work.
Back the two came, the one who had made the successThey slid from their bronchos and went at the work
of unloading the pack-horses. There was a well not far ful throw with his lariat, leading.
"Did you shoot my rope in two, young feller?" he
distant, which belonged to the property they were on,
showing surprise, as well as anger.
asked,
cattle
and as there was a drinking trough for horses and
"I reckon I did," was the cool retort.
near it, they would have no trouble about getting water
"What did yer do it fur?"
for their horses.
The man's eyes flashed now, and it was plain he was
Wild and his two partners assist ed the two Celestials,
and the two tents they always carried with them were looking for fight.
"What did you rope that fellow for?" Wild answered,
'
soon put up.
The girls took part in getting the camp in shape, and ignoring the question put to him.
"Jest fur fun, young feller. That's why I done ·it."
then, leaving Jim Dart to remain with the girls and put
"Well, I cut your rope with a bullet just for fun, too,
'the finishing touclies to th e camp, our liero arid Cheyenne Charlie walked over to the central part of the town then."
"Yer did, eh ? Well, you'll find there ain't no doubt
again.
There was a railroad station a couple oi hundred yards about it, I sorter reckon."
'rhe speaker dismounted and his companion followed
to the left, and a train was just coming in.
suit.
Charlie,"
crow'd,
the
see
"I reckon we'll go over and
They were both big, brawny men, and were no doubt
said Wild. "Most likely .t here will be a crowd to get off.
This giving away land by the Government usually at- a couple of bad cowpunchers, if looks went for anything.
Young Wild West smiled at them, for he was so used
tracts big crowds, though about half or them 'don't really
to having trouble with such fellows that he liked it rather
want the land after· they get it."
"That's it, Wild," was the reply. "It's jest fur ther than feared a conflict with them.
"So you think there won't be any fun about it, eh?"
sake of gittin' Jt fur nothin' that makes 'em start out.
But I s'pose tfiis game is ther same as they had up in he asked, in his cool and easy way. "Well, what are you
Wyoming once. Ther land don't become your property · going to do?"
T'he . other .cowpuncher had his rope all ready, and
till yer put up a shanty on it, an' you've got a year ter
without the least bit of warning, he made a -throw, inclo it in."
" I haven't any idea how this is going to _be. But if we tending to catch the boy unawares.
But that was where he made a mistake.
find that cowboy, who gave his name as Clark, he will be
"Young Wild West was not to be caught in any sort of
able to give us all the information, no doubt."
They had not gone very far when they met the very fashion.
He knew that the two men were after· him, and he
man they were talking about.
"Goin' over to tber station?" the cowboy asked. "Well, ept his eyes wide open.
H e simply threw up his hand and caught the rope;
there'll be plenty more here in about two minutes. Yer
didn't hear wha't ther :fight was about. a little while ago, and then, with a quick jerk, he pulled it away from the

I
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"No; wliat was it?" Wild asked.
''Oh I a three-card monte man got ketched cheatin',
an' he got shot, that 's aJl."
It was just then that two very tough-looking men
came riding toward them at a gallop, each swinging a
rope and yelling as loud as they could.
As they were passing one of them threw his rope and
lassoed the cowboy, pulling him to the ground and dragging him along through the ·dust.
Crack! As quick as a flash Young Wild West pulled a
gun and fired, the bullet severing the rope !

"You two galoots take my advice and go on about your
business," he said, the smile never once leaving his face.
:'If you don't I'll throw some bot lead your way!"
The r evolver was still in his right hand, and though
the muzzle pointed toward the ground, it could fly UP'"
ward in the fraction of a second.
By this time Clark Trumper had got the dust oµt of
·
his eyes, and grabbing his gun, he came forward.
"I don't know who you galoots are," he said, angrily.
"But I'll make yer wish yer hadn't roped me, I'll bet I
Git out in ther road! I'll make ther pair of yer dance I"
With great quickness, both cowpunchers jumped behind their horses.
A crowd began to gather now, for a shot is bound to
them, and resolved upon showing the two rascals
draw
CHAPTER II.
that they couldn't h~ve their own way, Wild leaped
around behind them and called out :
WILD AND TERRIBLE RILEY, THE COWPUNCHER. ,
"Hold up your hands, you sneaking galoot! I reckon
Young Wild West knew what the two horsemen were you've got to be made to understand that you don't
up to when they came dashing along, and he got ready amount to anything."
They were double-banked, so there was no alternative.
for them in a hurF--y.
went their hai;ids, while the gathering crowd shouted
Up
their
m
reined
quickly
they
As the rope parted
in an approving way.
bronchos.

•
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Somehow they understood that the two cowpunchers cowpuncher must have weighed at least a hundred and
must have barked up the wrong tree, and they thorough- ninety, and he was rawboned and muscular.
ly enjoyed it.
,
Clark Trillnper looked at the scout, as though he felt
The fact was that the two ro-ugh-looking fellows had that Young Wild West was making a mistake in giving
been having it all their own way since they arrived a the ra!'\cally fallow a chance to get hold of hin:t.
little before noou. .
·
But the scout only grinned.
He knew that Young Wild West was as quick as lightThey had roped three or four men, and after qragging
them through the dust ha\! given tliem to understand ning, and ::is strong as a young lion.
that if they did not like it they could take 'hot lead
He had no fear that the big man would do him any
But when they interfered with Young Wild West they damage.
"Did yer mean what yer said?" asked Terrible Riley,
had overstepped the limit, as they now knew to their
sorrow.
acting as if he. hardly thought he had heard aright.
"Gentlemen,'' said our hero, addressing his remarks to
"l certainly did," was the cool retort. "Get yourself
tli:e crowd, "t'hese galoots started in to have some fun i~ shape. If you get hold of me I suppose I'll be travelwith us. Does anyone think they are going to have it?" ing arbund with a couple of broken ribs, or ·something of
A roar of laughter went up at this, while cries of "Not the kind. But if you don't h1;1ppen to get hold of me,
much!" "I reckon not!" and others of a similar char- look out! I might hurt you."
acter were heard.
A few in the crowd laughed derisively, they no doubt
Trumper, t?e cowboy, was now in a much better thinking that the boy was making a foolish boast.
humor.
"Git back a little an' give 'em a chance ter fight it
"What do yer think of it, boys?" he asked. "Ther out!"· called out Cheyenne Charlie, pulling his gun. "I
O' 1 t · th
O' een shirt lassoed me when I wasn't want it understood that ther first 'galoot what interferes
ba
ko?
'
ill ' er r"'rwa·s be1·n' ·d1·aO'O'ed thro110'b ther dirt . will git a chunk of lead. We don't stand fur no foo.lin'.
I oo in , an as
oo
o
ur ,
th
t · h
d
t·
' d 't
f
Y ounbO' 'F'ld
1v1 West pu11s his bO'Un an' shoots ther rope in
. n·te 1l'e
·tpi er s raig t goo s, eve~y ime, an on yer urtwo! No 'one but tber Champion Deadslrnt of ther West gi , ·
.
.
could have done sich a thin as that at their first shot,
'lhe crowd sp:ead back a little, ~nd Temble Riley
g.
steppe\]. around his horse and stopped m nbout the center
I rec lrn n .,,
f l 1
·
'rhere was more shouting then, and the crowd, which 0 tie rnm?n rlllg.
.
had increased to fifty or more, closed in until t'he prinMen were corning al~ ~he time now, and a. few. of the
cipals were surrounded. completely.femadlesd, who were waitmg for the rush to begm, also
_ .
.
W t 1"t crow e up.
es'
Many of them did not know what was going on, and all
Many of them bad heard of Young Wild.
seemed, a~d that was why they were so anxwus to fc~ of them could not even see the middle of the ring.
·
to
him.
Th
tl
h
t
J b
tl
l
'
l
h
·
O'
close
"
·
tl
,,
·cl W"ld
e o rnr cowpunc er s ooc1 y ie 10rses, rn s owm 0
1 ' w110 d.1cl no t no signs
Ta~e it easy, gen emen, sai
that would indicate his interfering.
,
But the confident look on his face showed plainly that
· want them to get so close that the two cowpunchers
might have a chance to get away in the crowd.
he expected Terrible Riley to make short work of the
He was not quite through with them, for he thought boy.
·
it would be a .good _idea. to im~ress i! on their minds that
"This is goin' ter be a wrastle, an' no s'hootin' in it,"
they had made a big ~11St~e m ?cting that way, and he said the big villain, looking uneasily at the s9out. ,
1
"That's what it's goin' ter be, you ;measly coyote!"
meant to make a lastmg unpress10:n, too.
- The two were still holding up their hands, so he quick- Charlie an swered. "It's 1a case of a big, raw-boned galy stepped over to them.
loot ag'in a boy. I'll .bet a hundred do1lars that ther
"Do you th.ink you have had fun enough?" the boy breath will be knocked out of your body inside of two
ai::ked.
minutes, too!"
"Oh! you've got ther drop on us, an' so has your
"I'll take that bet!" shouted a man nearby. "Of
pards,'' replied 'the one who bad roped Trumper. "I course yer mean that ther boy is goin' ter do it?"
reckon yer don't expect a feller ter put up a fight under
"That's jest what I mean. Put your dust up. I
.1
'
Teckon Trumper will suit me as ther stakeholder."
sich conditions, do yer?"
"I don't believe you've got sand enough to fight a fair
Charlie was in earnest about it, and he quickly handed
fight, anyhow."
the cowboy two fifty-dollar bills.
'_'Yer. don't? Well, jest give me ther chance!, I'll take
The man quickly covered the amount, and then Wild
you by ther back of your neck an' make your heels knock stepped toward the big villain.
"Are you ready to take hold of me?" he asked, coolly.
toge the~ so hard t\rn.t yer won't be able ter walk fur a
"Yes!" shouted· Terrible Riley, and then he made a
week ! I'm Terrible Riley, I am, an' when I gits hold of
a galoot once there's bound ter be some ribs cracked."
rush, grabbing with both hands.
"Oh ! is that so? Well, suppose you get hold of me?
But the agile young dead shot easily got out of the way,
I am only a boy, I know; but I reckon I am not afraid and the result was that the cowpuncher's 'h and clutched
naught but the empty air.
,
of you,, as big as you are!"
As his ponderous from shot past him, Wild seize·d him
A silence came· over the crowd right away.
Evidently the majority of those present thought the about the waist and turned him over bis hip.
boy rather foolish to issue such a challenge, for the big
Thud !
•
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Terrible Riley went to the ground with such force as i i8 all forged, ain't they? An' didn:t a G~vernment man
do th er forgin'? Crooked? Well, I reckon so?"
"There yer are!" cried Cheyenne Charlie. "I reckon
'l'his was from Al Herring, who sat on the left of Bob
I win ther hundred. If that galoot's breath wasn't Thompson, the leader in the game.
knocked out of him I'm a lame coyote with no tail, that's
Mark Grote, th fourth jllan; nodded.
all !"
"But t'her deeds will look ter be jest as genuine as ther
The big cowpuncher turned over on his side, doubled ones they'll git there to:morrer. Oh! . we're bound ter
up and then groaned.
do well out of this. 'l'her only thing about it is that I'm
"You win," sni<l Clark Trumper, and as the man, who afraid there won't be many l10uses started right away." .
had wagered the money with the scout, gave an ex"Well, they won't git no deeds till they do," said
clamation of disgust, he handed it over.
Thompson. "But what difference does that make? Ther
"Thank yer !" and the scout nodded and grinned. papers we've got are all filled out but the numbers of the
"Now jest wait till ther big galoot gits up. He's goin' lots and the blocks they're in. That gives us the chance
ter git t'her worst maulin' that a man ever got."
to claim anything we like, don't it? I guess the man I
made arrangements with knew what he was doing. But
if he ever gets found out he's likely to get hanged or shot,
I guess."
CHAPTER III.
"An' we won't be far behind," added Jake Patty,
shrugging hls shoulders.
'
THE LAND SHARKS AND THE CLEVER CHINAMAN.
"Don't think anything like that, for we won't stay
there long enough for anything like that to 'happen,"
While the crowd was gathered in a circle watching Thompson declared.
Ysmng Wild West and Terrible Riley, the big cowpunchThe four men were drinking and smoking, and ~hey
er, let us turn our attention to the rear room of a nearby had the' room, w'hicn was but a small one, all to themsaloon and see what is transpiring there.
selves.
Seated at a round table were four men, whose general
There was a door that opened into the big yard in the
appearance might have indicated that they were pros- rear of the building, and as it was a pretty wanl,1 day,
l:ierous ranchmen.
this was now open .
But suc'h was not the case, hmrever, for the four were
They talked on over their plans and drank from the
what are called "Land Sharks"-men who make a busi- boLtle that had been supplied to them hy the boss of the
ness of selling land that does not belong to them, and . place every now and then.
swindling those who pay the price asked for same, · or 1 Suddenly a shadow darkened the doo1·way, and looking
make deposits.I
up, they beheld an innocent-looking Chinaman standing
Whether they had anyone in the Government employ there.
·
·
to help them or not, these men had already marked out
It was Hop Wah, who was sometimes called Young
certain lots at what was called the Comanche Strip, and Wild West's Clernr -Chinaman.
He bowed and smiled to the four men, and none of
when others had taken them and claimed them as their
own, they meant to come around and demand money them dreamed of such a thing that he had been listening
for them, especially if they were built upon.
to their conversation for the past ten minutes, 1and. that
It was an easy way to make money, if it would work, he had taken in qyite enough of it to satisfy him that
and the' four sc'herners were quite sure that it would.
they were crooks, pure and simple.
But such was indeed the case. ·
"Well, boys," said one of them, whose name was
Thompson, ~nd who was the leader in the game, "it may
The Chinaman slipped away from the camp ~hortly
be that we will have trouble out at the Strip, and that after Wild and Charlie left, for the purpose of visiting
means that we must get some of the bad element on our one of the saloons.
f
side. That will be e~sy enough, I guess. But of course
He did not want to go in by the front way, for there
we won't need t1Jem unless the fraud is discovered be- was too rough a crowd hanging around to suit him.
fore we have a chance to get away. We .won't do a thing
While he generally managed to take care of himself
until after the lots have all been distributed, and then pretty well, he knew he would stand no show if a lot got
we'll come in for a few thousands. After a man has after him at one time.
,
started to build a house on a piece of land he will be apt
Hop had. chosen th~aloon that was nearest, and it
to give up a little something rather than go away and happened that as he reached it he heard the four men
leave it there. Ha, ha, ha!"
talking about crooked work.
Thompson laughed, as though he thought it a great
Then he listened, and being able to understand Engjoke, and the others joined him.
lish better than he could speak it, he knew pretty well
"How much did you say that we have got to give up what the scheming villains were up to.
w·hen we git ther money?" aske.cl one of them.
"How do, so be?" he said, smiling at them. "Me likce
. "Ten ~nts on every dollar, Jake,'' was the reply. havee hllee dlink of tanglefoot. Me comee in um backee
way, so bad 1Vfelican mans no hurtee poor Chinee."
"You know who gits that, of course.''." .
· "Go on in t'her barroom, if yer want whisky," one of
"Oh! yes, I know. Mighty crooked work, I reokon."
"Of course it's crooked work. Our papers an' deeds the four answered, gruffly. "This is a private party."
to fairly jar it.
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"Allee light. You velly nicee Melican man; me likee he .wouldn't say nothin' about it. It wouldn't be healthy
fur him if he did, 'cause he's doin' ther real crooked
The others laughed, and the ma-n who had spoken work."
frowned.
"That's so," and Thompson looked relieved. "Well, it
He was Al Herring, and h~ was one of the sort who do may be that Young Wild West has just happened along,
. not think a 'great Cleal of a 'Heathen C'hinee." • ·
and that he wants to see the excitement. Maybe he
He was just about to get up from the table and help means to help boom the new town."
the Chinaman ciut of the room with his foot, when Hop
Then he threw down the short piece of cigar he had
d'l'ew some cigars from his pocket.
been smoking and lighted one of the four the Chinaman
They were innocent-looking cigars, too, and no one had placed upon the table.
_would have thought there was anything wrong about
His three companions did likewise.
them.
"A mighty good cigar," observed Herring, as he blew
But there was, as will be seen.
out a mouthful of smoke and then wafted it to his nos"You havee lillee smokee, nicee- Melican mans?" he tril s with his hand. "That heathen must be a sort of
said, smiling blandly. "Me buy um boxee velly nicee high-toned one."
cigars in Santa Fe, an' me likee tleat nicee Melican
Then he took a couple of more puffs.
mans."
He was certainly smoking harder than the rest, and
The cigars looked to be better than the ones they had the smoke was fairly flying.
purchased of the saloonkeeper, so the four rascally land
Suddenly there was a sharp hiss, and then-sharks could not resist the temptation to talfo them.
B,ang !
Hop calmly struck a match and lighted one himself,
Herring's cigar exploded with a report almost as loud
and then he stepped over and placed four of them on the as that of a shotgun.
table.
Over he · went, chair and' all, while his companions
Each took one, smelled it and gave a nod.
sprang to their feet in alarm.
"Havanas, all right," commented Thompson. "I know
Bang!
something about tobacco, boys."
Bang !
'rhen he looked up at Hop, who was still stand~ng
Bang!
•
there, and said:
As t'hough they had been timed, the other three cigars
"You're a stranger here, ain't you, heathen?"
exploded one after· the other, and in quick succession,
'·Lat light; me comee lillee while ago, so be," was the too.
·reply.
·
•
The room was so tliick with smoke that the four land
"Come with som('l of the rushers, I s'pose ?" spoke up sharks could not see each other.
·
JAke Patty.
They stumbled over eacli other in an effort to get out,
Hop shook bis head· in the negativ@.
And when the door opened and the proprietor came in to
"Me allee samee comee with Young Wild West, so see what had happened, they were conscious of hearing. a
be," he answered.
shrill voice say: ·
"Young Wild West!" echoed Bob Thompson, half rais- - "V~lly goodee cigars, so be. Makee plenty noisee; uping to his feet. "Is tliat boy here?" ·
·
settee Melican mans !"
"He velly muchee here," Hop answered, apparently
Bob Thompson was .the first to rush out into the barnot noticing the man's .agitated manner. "Me allee room. He had a gun in his hand, too; but the clever
smnee Young Wild West's Olevee Chinee. Me velly Chinaman had gone.
rnuchee smartee."
The four land sharks looked at each other.
It was evident tp.at the name of Y ouhg Wild West was
not new to them.
CHAPTER IV.
"All _right, heathen," ;Tq,ompson said, nodding to the
Chinaman; "go on out an~ get your tanglefoot. Shut
• WILD PROTECTS THE CLEVER CHINAMAN:
the door after you, for this is a private party." '
H~p bowed ancl went on through.
Young Wild West stood with folded arms, waiting for
Then 'I'hompson struck tlie table with his fist and ex- Terrible Riley to get upon his' feet.
claimed:
It was fully half a minute before he made anything
''I guess there may be troubl19 boys. What can Young like an attempt to do this, and then he remained upon
Wild West be doing here, if thei"fl is not trouble brewing? the ground in a sitting posture until he ha"d about gathWhy, he's the boy who is always hunting down crooks and· ered his wind and his wits.
outlaws; and lie helps the soldiers trail down the bad
." I went down putty hard, I reckon," he observed, tryIudians. He's got a big pull with the Government, I've ing to smile, but making a failure of it. "But that was
heard. I never saw him, but they say he is only a boy ; an accident. Ther boy tripped me. I ain't s'p.osed ter
yet he can do more than a doz·en men. Suppose this be as quick on my feet as he is."
scheme of ours has leaked out, and he is on our trail?"
"I reckon yer ain't," answered Cheyenne Charlie, with
" I don't see how it could have leaked out, Bob," spoke a laugh. "If you was half as quick as he is you might
up Grote. "There's ?nly one besides us four that knows stand \little show. But you ain't quick enough ter kill
anything about it, an' yer kin bet all you're worth that a 'skeeter, you ain't. You're nothin' but a big, clumsy
~ou."
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galoot, with not enough sand in yer t er take ther edge off
The crowd turned and hurried that way, . and our
a razor. You'r e a four-flusher from Make-Believe Town! friends w~nt along, too.
'rhere was surely plenty of excitement in Grizzly JuneYou're no good!",
" Jest wait till I git done with t her boy ; then I'll show tion that afternoon, and the long night was still t o come.
Just wbat might happen there before morning no one
yer if I ain't some good!" cried t he big villain, flying in a
·
cou]d imagine.
rage. "I'll-- "
"Me pfirst, Mr. T errible Riley," in terrupted our h ero.
Probably fifty people had arrived on t he train, and
"Come on and break my ribs for me. I am just anxious they were p arading through the street, looking for a
place to get something to eat, afid making lots of noise
to have it done."
Then the man gathered himself together and made a about it.
When Wild was within a hundred feet of t he saloon
rush for the boy, doing it so suddenly that many of the
lookers-on thought he was surely going to succeed this he saw Hop coming toward him.
time.
The Chinaman acted as though he was in pretty much •
But Wild was watching him, and do:;.,n he dropped.
of a hurry.
·
"What's the mattei,:, Hop?" our hero asked.
His head went between th e villain's legs, and then he
straightened up with wonderful quickness, carrying the
"Me havee lillee fun with £our bad Melican mans,
Misler Wild," was the reply: "Me allee samee blowee
. heavy man with him.
There was but one thing that could happen, and that uppee with um loadee cigars, so be."
was that Riley had to go ov'er, unless the young deadshot
"Oh! that is it, eh?"
•
"Yes, Misler Wild. Me wantee tellee sometling."
chose to balance him there.
But he did not choose to do this.
Hop was all seriousness now, and' Wild knew that he
Instead, he made a sudden lurch forward, letting go had s?mething of importance to say.
'
Charlie and the cowboy were ri ght behind our hero,
the man's ankles and dropping upon his hands.
Terribl e Ril ey turned a complete somersault and land- and they were keeping a watch, as they did not know but
that T errible Ril ey and hi s friend might follow.
ed heavily on his back.
But this was not the case.
The yell t hat went up was pure applause, and nothing
It was evident that the big villain was satisfied, for
else, for the crowd was being treated to the kind . of a
the present, anyhow.
performance that was not exactly common.
To see a mere· boy handl e a big man in that way was
"What's ther matter with ther heathen?" asked the
entirely new to them, and that they liked it need hardly scout. "We might have knowed that he'd sneak away
be said.
I from ther camp as. soon as you left, Wild. What;s he
been doin' ?"
This time Terrible Riley was not hurt quite as much.
But he was goaded to madness now, and quickly get- · "I am just going to find out, Charlie," was the reply.
"Wait here a minute until I have a little talk with
ting upon his knees, he drew an ugly-looking knife from
the sheath at his belt and started for our h ero.
Hop."
"I'll.kill yer fur that !" be hissed. "I'll kill yer, an' I
Charlie understood right away. H e knew that there
was something of importance that the .Chinaman had to
don't care what ha]2pens ter me fur doin' it, either !'t
Wild leaped in th e air and came down upon his shoul- communicate with the young dead shot.
So he stood in front of a store with Trumper, while
ders with both feet.
Flat to the ground went the enraged villain, t he knife our hero and Rop went .around a corner.
falling from his hand.
•
"Go ahead, Hop,'• said Wild. "What about t he four
But the boy was not done with him yet. He seizec1 men?"
him by 4is shirt collar, and with remarkable quickness
"Ley go to um place where um new town go to be, and
pulled 'him upon his feet.
ley allee samee prnkee crooked work, so be."
"Is that so?"
Spat! .
"Yes, me allee samee hear whattee ley say. Ley gotThen a blow from a clenched fist that seemed as hard
as iron caught Terrible Riley bet~een th e eyes.
tee papers allee samee no goodee, and when somebody
Spat !
makee house on um land ley comee 'long and say um
Another one in th e same place and he rolled over on land allee samee belongee to lem. Len makee pay money,
his side, beaten to a finish !
allee samee pletty qui ckee. Velly muchee bad scheme', so
"I reckon that will be about all," said Young Wild be."
West, turning to the crowd. "That big galoot don't
"Jingo! I should say so ! Land Sharks, I reckon:
know how to wrestle, and h e don't know: how to fight. Well, how did you come to give them the loaded cigars?"
But he does know how to hold a grudge, I am sure. But
Hop quickly told him all about it, and he relii.ted
i£ he tries to look for satisfaction, and shows a gun or everything he had heard, even to the fact that •t he rrien
knife in doing it, I am going to put a chunk of hot lead seemed uneasy when they heard his name mentioned.
"Well, I recka.n we'll have something to do with this
through him !"
Then the boy coolly push.ed his way through the crowd, game,'' our h ero said, half to himself. "Accordin.g to
what you heard th em say, there must be one 0£ the Gov~
followed by Cheyenne Charlie and Clark Trumper.
It was just then tl;iat a series of loud reports sounded ernm ent land agents in on this game. Well, I reckon
from tlie saloon, a couple of hundred feet further up the we'll find out something about this. Hop, just lead the
street.
way to the saloon where the four galoots are."
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"Allee ligh t, l\'Iisler Wild."
"Mc allcc samec vclly muchee srnartec Chinee, so be.
The Chinaman was not a bit afraid of being ha.rmecl l\Ie velly solly me makee Melican mans allee samee mad."
by anyone now, for he \ras with the Cha1upion Dcadshot
"That's all right," said Bob Thompson, stepping back.
of th e West, and. he knew he was sure of being protected. "I'll accept the apology. But what is the boy going to
Th c.v joined the scout and the cowboy, and then Wild do with that gun?' 1
1 said:
"S'hoot th e first galoot who interferes with the China"Come on, boys. Hop' has played a joke on three or man!" answered Wild, coolly.
four crooks in the saloon, and I want him to point them'
out to me."
·
H e did not say just then what was up, for he thought
there was no use in letting Trumper know about it.
CHAPTER V.
That would probably be the means of letting it out,
• and then the villains would get wind of it.
THE -UA.KD SHARKS -GET ACQUAINTED WITH YOUNG WILD
The four were forced to push their way into the saloon,
WEST.
1
for a big crowd had _gathered there.
Four reports, almost like a shotgun fusilade, and a
Young Wild West certainly meant business, as he stood
cloud of · smoke coming from the place, was quite enough facing Thompson, the leader of the Land Sharks.
to draw a crowd.
If he had not heard that he was a villain the chances
When Young Wild West and hi s companions got inside 1 are that he would no.t have been so anxious to have it out
the proprietor was trying to explain that a rascally with him. But the fact that he was the leadincr one in
Chinamai;i had given some of his friends cigars that were a plot to rob some of the innocent ones who we~e going
loaded with powder.
:
to build shanties in the new town made the boy detest
~me were laug11ing; others were looking amazed, and him.
a few acted as though they would like to get hold of the
"You h eard what I said" he remarked, as he played
Chinaman and make short work of him.
with the trigger of his rev~lver. "I reckon you are not
When th e latter saw ~ Chinaman c~ming in among deaf, are you?"
the~ they ~?t ready, to g1_ve vent to thell" wra~h. .
. A stillness came over the saloon, for everyone had
. Young ~ 1ld West s qmck eyes took all th1s m at a heard what was said and the wonderful coolness of the
sweeping glance.
: .
, )'Oung deadshot had ~ peculiar effect on the 'trowd .
. Just then Bob Thompson, one of the victims of Hops
Bob Thompson looked at his three friends, who had
JOke, came out of the rear room.
come out of the rear room after him and then he turned
"There he is!" he cried. "That's the heathen who his gaze upon those in the place. '
played the trick on us! Ju st let me get at him!"
_
.
.
· f o1of
H e ma de a nlS h ' f or b"im an d h alf .a dozen oth ers
.No one
, showed. anv" signs
.
. rcsenbn 'g. what our hero
'
sa1cl , ~o he ~o-ot little satisfaction by lookmg around.
1owe d
·
·w ild jerked a gun from t~e holstE)r' at his side, and
'~Wel;; I d~n't kno\; as anybody wants to kill the
Iilanting himself be.fore Hop, exclaimed:
~hmee, he ~~id, speak.mg as though he had m~an: noth"Hold on! I reckon one is enoi.wh
to tackle a com- mg wrong.
But he ought to have a good k1 ckmg for
0
· mon Chince ! Take ·it easy boy~!"
playing such a trick as he did upon us. What right had
Thev stopped quickly e~~ugl~. ;
he to give 11s cigars that were loaded with powder?"
"II°you'll just wait a minute or t~ you will £rid out . "Wh~t ri gll't had you to take ·th em?" ~ild asked, smilthat the heathen is all right," went on our hero, in l1is mg at the query.
.
cool and ea$y wa)'. "He is no common mortal, you can
Thompson shrugged his shoulders.
bet! He played a joke on somebody, and perhaps he . "Well, that's right," he admitted. "I suppose we did
should not have clone it. But give him a chance, and he wrong in accepting them. But it was quite enough to
will show you that he is all right."
make us mad, I think. Why, it migh t have been that we
~op took the cue, ant stepping out in front of the ha~ lost our eyesi&_ht, or some~hin g like_ that."
belligerent men, he apparently drew a fan cy parasol from
Well, I reckon the next tim e a Chmaman' offers )'OU
his mouth, and raising it, he placed it over his head and a cigar you will know better than to take it. Now then,
bowed. ·
arc you willing to let it drop?"
Bet~veen Wild's revolver and the parasol, the case was
"Oh! there ain't nothing to drop, as I know of, young
temporarily settled.
fellow."
Bu\ Hop did not lose any time about showing what he
" There might be, if you keep it up."
could do.
The boy spoke in a way· that meant something, and
Suddenly he closed the parasol, and then he proceeded there was not. a man there who did not know that he reto eat it.·
·
.
£erred to Thompson.
It was a trick affair, jointed, so it could lie got together
Wild knew that be had the situation well in hand.
in a very small compass, and instead of going down the
There was no one -else who showed any inclination to
Chinaman's throat it went together in his · hand.
take it up.
·
When he made out that he had swallowed the last of
Thompson now walked to the further ei1d of the bar,
it, and that it cost him a mighty effort to do it, Hop and then hi s three partners in the swindling game joined
bowed again and said :
him.
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They talked a minute in low tones, and then he turned
If he had been victimized 11imself Hop could not have
and called out:
acted it any better.
"Young fellow, I would like to know ~ho you are, if
'l'he most 0£ them made up their minds that the
you feel disposed to inform me."
Chinaman was a very comical £el1ow, indeed.
"Oh! I'll give you . t'hat information, all right," reWild and Charlie left the cowboy and went on back
plied our hero. "My name is Young Wild West.I'
to the camp, Hop going with them.
"Ah! Thank you. I had an idea that was who you
It was pretty near suppertime, and they were hungry.
were:"
Wild 'had not bought cigars because he wanted them
'l'here were several in the 'place who evidently had just 'then,
he thr.ew the one he had lighted away.
heard of the dashing young deadshot, £or instantly there
Charlie did likewise.• for he w6uld :rather have a pipe
were bits ot conversation bei?g carried on in differen~ than a cigar, any time.
parts 0£ the room, while the boy became the center 0£
But neither of them smoked a great deal. Wild ,did it
attraction again.
because he did not .drink anything strong, and cigars were
Then it was that Clark Trumper made himself heard. / sold at most of the ' places he came to.
·
"Boys," said he, "it's Young Wild West, as sure as I They found Wing preparing a first-class meal, and this
you're born i If you'd seen him lick a big cowpuncher a I made them £eel more satisfied than ever.
little while ago you would have noticed that he's a whole
The odor 0£ broiling venison is apt to sharpen one's
team, harnessed fur tough work. He chucked ther ga- appetite, anyhow, ancl when hot corn muffins are turned
lopt, who is about Jiwice as big as he is, over his head, out ,a t the same time· it will .not lessen the hungry feela'n' ther ~round jarred when he struck. You know ther ing any.
There were plenty 0£ small parties· camping out in the
cowpuncher, some of yer. He . calls himself Terrible
Riley."
vacant lots of the town, but . it is doubtful if there was
."Here he comes now!" exclaimed one of those "'ho had any as well equipped as our friends.
witnessed the encounter outside. "Maybe he's lookin'
But since they made a ·practice of traveling aro~nd on
fur satisfaction."
horseback, stopping anywhere they chanced to . be when,
Then there was. a hustle in the saloon.
night came on; this was fo be expected.
;r'he me~ were anxious to g~t out 0£ danger 0£ being
Columns of smoke were rising here and there, and takshot by accident, and the bar was soon clear. •
ing it altogether, Grizzly Jimction had on a very lively
·· ·
.
Sure enough, Terrible Riley came in, followed by his aspect.
partner.
.
,
.
· j Our friends ate their supper with a relish, and then
They both showed surprised when they saw Wild there, there · was nothina0 to do but to pass the time as quietly
but there was nothing in_ the way of a move to pul.l a as possible.
gun, so the expectant spectators began to breathe easier.
There were few things they needed, so Jim and Wing
"Let's have a cigar," said Wild, coolly turning to the went to the store after it became dark and. got them.
man behind the counter.
There was no '<loubt but many wagonloacls of provisions
The box was passed over, and when Charlie and the and other common necessities would be taken to the site
cowboy had helped themselves, he took -one and lighted of the new town)· but there was no need of them waiting
till they got there to re'olenish their stock.
it.
Terrible Riley and his friend walked around to the
Sud{ ~~tides were nigh enough -at the Junction, let
other end of the bar, and after hesitating a moment, alone at a new town.
·
~
. ·
ordered what they wanted.
. Wil~ decided to remain right at the camp until mornThat was all there was to it.
·
rng.
The big cowpuncher was not looking for any revenge
Though there would be much to be had in the wr.y of
just then, no matter how he felt about it.
excitement, if he chose to go al:)out tbe town, he thought
Hop had taken his place right among the crowd, and it best to remain quiet.
fearing 't hat he might get in trouble if left there, our
If he did go out he would ;surely get into trouble, for
hero called him to go to the camp with them.
~he had enemies there.
'
"Allee light," was the reply, and then the clever
The Junction was quite a place, since it had railway
Chinaman struck a match and lighted a cigar.
outlet, and the stores and buildings were far different
It was ~ne of the loaded ones, though there was not from an ordinary mining ·camp.
· ··· ·
But notwi~hstanding the. evidenc~s of advance~ civenough in it to hurt anyone, especially i:f they were aware
of what was going to happen.
ilization, our h&o did not think it anything like a safe
He gave a few vigorous puffs and then walked to the place to 'go to sleep in.
center of the room.
Consequently a watc11 was to be kept, just the same
Taking the cigar from his mouth, he made a flourish as though they were in a .hostile ' Indian country, or in
with it,' and a bow at the same time.
some place where they knew they were threatened by
Bang!
outlaws or renegades.
.
.
The cigar exploded,, and uttering a yell, Hop ran out
It was a pretty noisy night . they passed through,
.
_
though the yelling and occasional shots were not heard by
of the place.
Nearly everyone tliere laughed but the victims of the the sleepers, and whoever harpened to be on the watch
at the time did not pay any attention. ·
joke that had been played upon them.

so
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Wild relieved Jim Dart shortly before t hree in the man I ever met as could do. H e handled me like as if I
morning.
. was nothin' but · a little kid, an' l:;ie hurt me, too: I'm
So far, nothing had happened to interfere witl1 them, sore this min ute from what I got. There ain't no use
of my sayin' t'hat he didn't clo it fair enough, either,
beyond the noise.
The young deadshot had about come to t he conclusion 'ca use there was so many as seen it that I'd be laughed
·that they were to be let alone.
·
at, if I di d. But, from what I've jest heard say out in
But fo less than half an hour after Jim retired a,nd th er bar, he sorter took th er sfarch out of you, too. "
"Yes, he certainly made ~ e take water. I either had
went to sleep for th e second time that night, our hero
to do it or die,' I suppose. I don't want t o die, of course;
hear(l, a st ealthy footfa ll close by.
He happened i:o be standing behind a tree at the time, I would much rather h ~ ve Young Wild West to .do t'hat
with th e 'tents less than t wenty feet from him.
act."
The well-train ed ears of th e bov located: the direction
" Well, you kin bet your life th at he will die, boss !
the sound came from, and th en li e peered through the Fm a bad man, l am! I never lets a galoot git a.way,
darkness and was just in tim e to catch sight of a shadowy a~ter I once mark him fur ter be planted. I might git
form as it dropped slowly to the ground.
held back a little ; but I always do t her job in ther end.
Young Wild West kn ew what th e shadowy form was. Young Wild West is my meat! I don't care.if you go out
It was a ,.IrJ..an, _?nd he hacl dropped upon his hands and an' t ell it ter everybody !"
knees, in order that he might reac'h the camp unobserved, · Terrible Rj}ey became so excited that he raised his
voice to a high pitch.
in case there should ]Je anyon~ awake.
"I reckon you'll be a surprised galoot before many
" Sh!" cautioned Thompson. "There is no use in letminutes !" ·wild muttered, under his breath. "I'll just ting everyon e know your feeling toward t he boy. Sit
go and meet you."
down, and then we'll have a drink and talk it over."
.Then he dropped sitently to the ground and started to
''What's th er matter with me fetchin' my chum in?"
creep toward the spot.
asked the bad man. "He's jest as good as gold, he is.
His nanie is Hunker-Tomato E;unker, they calls him,
'cause he's been known ter punch a hole in a can of
tomatoes and suck ebery drop from it without stoppin'.
Tomato is very fond of tomatoe& you bet! But he' s willCHAPTER VI.
in' ter do. about anything he's told ter, provi din' there's
anything in it. Of course he'll help me make short work
A DIABOLICAL PLOT.
]
of Young Wild West; there ain't no doubt about that."
'rhough he had been forced to take water from Young
T~e four villains smil ed and looked much pleased.
'l'hat they had struck just th e two men they needed
Wnd West, Bob Thompson, the leader of the Land
Sharks, had made up his mind that he wa s going to pre- they all felt ce rtain of.
vent the hoy from interfering with the plans they had
"Fetch your fri end in, by all means," said Thompson.
laid down.
"This room is our privat e property until the rush starts
He knew enough of the ways of the dashing young in the mornin g. We could not hire anything in th e line
tleadshot to make him feel certain that they would have of bedding wifh ,_it, but we have got the room. We are
trouble at the Comanche Strip, 'if the boy went there.
going to sleep the best we can to-night, and we'll be as
This was 'quite enough to cause him to hate Wild and fresh as the majority of th em when the start is made, I
·
his partners, and th e fact that he had been called before think."
a big crowd by the boy, only added fu el to. the :flame.
"I reckon so,'' answered Ril ey. "Well, I'll go an' git
But there was no doubt but that th e man wa s afraid of Tomato."
the boy, and he thought it over after our fri end&left the
H e went out~ and J ake :Patty stood at the door until
saloon, and came 'to the conclusion that he and his three he cam e bacK.
pards would need a little help in t'he matter.
'rhe bad man's pa~·d was waiting for him, and a couple
Neither of them knew Terrible Riley, but it was but of words brouglit him t o the door of th e room.
They were admittea, and then P atty turned the key in
natural that they should hit upon him as one who would
likely go into a deal wit~ them.
th e lock, remarking .as 'he did so:
He must surely ,hate the boy for what lie received at
"This is our room, ·so I reckon we ain't goin' ter allow
his hands, and it was easy to judge the character of the no one ter come in. Al, jest lock ther outside door, too.
man.
That was ther way ther lieathen come in, yer know."
Thompson held ~ short consultation with his three
"All right," was th e reply, and the villain addressed
pards, and the result was that Terrible Riley was called did so.
into the back room.
Tomato, as he was called, looked a bit abashed in the
"We don't know you, my friend," said the leader, "but presence of the £.our men, w'ho had all the appearance of
it is. all 'right, anyhow. We take it for granted that you being prosperous ranchm en, but he sat down and became
don't like this boy they call Young Wild West, and that more easy wh en he saw that his pard appeared to be
is why we want to talk to you."
quite at home.
"I reckon you're right, if yer think I don't like Young
"Well, Tomato,'' saia Terrible Riley, "here's four men
Wild West, boss,'' answered Riley, making an ugly what likes Young Wild West jest about as much as we do.
grimace. "He done somethin' ter me that th ere ain't no They want ter talk a little business with us."
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"All right," was the replJ.. "I'm willin' ter do tbat. ter be let have ther chance- ter do anything this time.
I s'pose they know wbat kind 0£ men we are?"
We must do ther'bueiness on ther sly."
"Yes; I've told 'em that we're mighty bad, when we
"0£ course! Of course!" exclaimed Thompson. "You
· git started."
_,.
.
will not be foolish enough to challenge the boy and his
"Whicn·is right, an' yer kin bet all you're worth on partners to come out and fight. That would be foolit !"
hardy, indeed. Tl}ey call him the Champion Deadshot
Tomato nodded his head, and then proceeded to bite of the West, ana I haven't any doubt that he is eii.titled
a small chunk from a ·tobacco plug.
to the name."
1
.'.rhompson was well satisfied that the two men could
Jake Patty, Al Herring and Mark Grote nodded to
be trusted, so 'he said:
show that they . agreed with the. man they called their
"I suwose you intend to leave with the crowd in the leader.
morning?"
Thompson opened the 'door arid called for a bottle of
nYes," came the reply.
,
whisky and some glasses.
"So do we. .And so do Young Wild .West and his
He paid the exorbitant price demanded without a murfriends, I suppose. But see here, boys I We've got a mur, and then the two bad men were treated.
little game on that will make us quite a pile of money
As tfiey drank they talked the matte:r over, and it was
when we ~et to the Strip-that is, if no one interferes finally understood that Terrible Riley and Tomato were
'with us. Now, you ought 'to think, as well' as us," that to wait until late in the night, and then steal upon the
Young Wild West is apt to interfere with us. He is a camp of Young Wild West and blow our friends to pieces
very meddlesome fellow, as you no doubt realize. We with a stick of dynamite!
,
don't want the boy and his pards to interfere with us.
It was a diabolical pfot, but the four Uind Sharks simDo you understand?"
ply shrugged their shoulders when Riley suggested it.
"I reckon he won't interfere very much/ ' said ToJust why such a thougli.t came into the villain's head
mato, his eyes 'flashing in a dangerous way. "Riley has is hard to say ; but it surely showed how determined he .
marked him ter die, an' I'm goin' ter help him ter do was to be revenged upon the. dashing boy, who · had so ·
ther job."
easily defeated him in wres"tling and fighting.
"Yes, I know that. But suppose you should change
But, as the reader is aware, there are men in this
your minds, and let him live?"
world who will not stop at anything when fired to a
awe ain't goin' tei; do that, boss," spoke up Riley.
vengeful feeling, or, more, a money consideration.
"Well, let me tell you some't hing, then," and Tho.mpIt was both tiiat stirred these two scoundrels on, an cl
&on lowered his voice to a whisper. "I£ you two fellows while the four men who sanctioned the thing were not
see to it that it will be imRossihle for Young. Wild West going to take part in it, they were surely as bad at heart
and his pardil to interfere with us after we get to the as they.
,
Strip, we'll give you each a hundred dollars. How does · Terrible Riley knew where to get the dyfiamite, ancl
that strike you?"
some little after the hour of midnight when he came and
"Fine!" cried Tomato, brightening_ up. "I reckon a told the Land Sharks that he had it, and that he was
_ hundred will come in mighty handy jest about now."
ready to carry out the plot, they did not changj:! their
"That's right," chime·a in Riley, showing his satisfac- minds.
·
tion by grinning broadly. "Ther two hundred will be
Tliey knew something of the record of fu.e dashing
ours. Why, we won't let ther galoots start with ther youn'g deadshot, and they wanted him fixed, so he could ·
rush, boss!"
·
·
not interfere with tlieir scheme.
·
"Good l Thafis the way I like to h ear you talk. You
Riley and his pal waited until they thought the proper
will simply be getting your revenge, and helping us out time had arrived, and then they set out to creep upon
at the same time. But you will each get a hundred the camp of Young Wild West.
apiece, which will come in bandy, as you just said."
One thing we will say about . them, and that was that
"Oh! it'll C(}me in handy, that's sure," declared Ter- they were not aware that there were three innocent girls
rible Riley.
asleep in the camp, for they had not witnessed the·arrival
'•Well, when the news is circulated that Young Wild of 'the party.
-.. . ,
West and his two pards have been killed in a figh't, and
--··
·
we find that there is no mistake about it, you just come
and get your money. I'll guarantee that you'll find it
CHAPT:M VII.
I
right here, waiting £or you. l£ you don't you can shoot
WILD SAVES THE LIVES OF HIMSELF AND COMPANIONS.
me, that's all !"
"Oh! we'll take your word, boss," Riley said, assuringly. "We ain't afraic1 of anything crooked bein' done.
Young Wild West was just as cautious as though he
When tlier sun comes up to-morrer mornin' there won't had been in the act of creeping upon an Indian camp.
be any more Young Wild West. -... Why, that will be awful
Though he did not estimate the man he had seen as
easy!"
equal to a hostile redskin, he knew that i£ he must take
"Don't figure on it bein' too easy, Riley," advised him by surprise he should be as noiseless as possible.
Tomato. "Yer know what ther boy done to yer not very
He rounded a group of trees, and then he saw the fellong ago."
low making straight for the camp, less than twenty feet
"Tiiat's all right," was the reply. "But he ain't goin' from him.
<~
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But that was not all hi:i saw! The light shining from
Charlie and Jim had gone right on, so our hero now
the i:;tars disclosed another man, who must have crept up forced his prisoner to get upon his feet.
ahead of the one he had spotted.
"Move along, you scoundrel!" he said,, in a low tone of
Wild moved rapidly now, for there was something voice. "If you value your life, do as I say."
about the actions of the two that he did not like.
"Don't shoot me!" gasped the villa.in. "I'll do jest
The one who was already within a short distance of the as yer say. I didn't ·mean nothin' by sneakin' around
, camp motioned for the other to stop where he was.
your camp. I jest wanted ter find out how many was
Wild kept right on going, for it was the nearest one there. I wasn't doin' it 'cause T wanted ter know myto the camp he wanted first.
self; it was others as told me ter come."
It occurred to him that the motion made for the other
The man was so badly frightened that he was ready to
to keep back meant that something was likely to happen. give the whole plot away.
'rhe young deadshot soon ove'rtook the man.
Wild pushed him into the camp.
1
Just then a match was struck.
.
·He made enough noise about it to arouse Arietta, who
Wild pounced upon him and sent him sprawling to tb'e at once came out of the tent.
ground.
"Light, a lantern, Et," said Wild, coolly. "I've got a
His left hand gripped his throat tightly, and taken prisoner."
··
completely by surprise, the prowler was at his mercy.
• Arietta was not much surprised at hearing this.
But the other must have heard the struggle, for he
She was pretty well used to such th~gs, and she quickcame running hurriedly to the scene.
ly lighted a lantern.
"Hello!" called out Wild, suddenly. "Charlie! Jim!" ·.Then she stepped up and held it before the prisoner's
He could easily have dispatched the ·pair of them, but face.
·
he did not want to do it
·
"It is Terrible Riley's pard," said our hero. "Ah! I .
What he did want was to make them prisoners.
suppose 'he was up to something that meant destruction
The scout and Dart came out of the tent in a hurry, for us.' What did you light a match for, you sneaking
while the other villain turned and fled, like the coward hound?"
he was.
'rhe boy turned fiercely upon him as he made the
Wild heard him going, and as his two partners came query.
upon the scene he said:
"I wanted t er see, that's all," was the reply.
"'Try and get the galoot w}:l.o is running away, boys!
Whil~ this might be a truthful answer, both Wild and
I've got this one."
Arietta knew very well that he coufd not see anything
The two did not wait a second.
·more than a few feet from him, and as far as seeing the
They had heard the receding footsteps, and they went camp was concerned, there was no use in lighting the
in- hot pursuit.
match.
.
Of course the two men who came to the camp in such ~f they hacl. known that the scoundrel had been about to
a stealthy manner were Terrible Riley and his pard, ligbt the fuse of a stick of dynamite for the purpose of
Tomato.
blowin~ them into eternity th e chances are that it might
It was tnc latter who had agreed to light the stick of have go!le pretty hard with Tomato Hunker.
dynaIIJite and hurl it into the tent that was nearest him.
But such a thing did not occtlr to them, as the man
This happened to be the one that was occupied by the seemed altogether too much · of an ignoramus for anygirls, so if Young Wild West had not seen him ·comiril§ a \hing like that.
.
terrible murder would have been committed.
"Who was with you?" a~ked Wild.
Wild did not know that the man had a stick of dyna<tMy pard," was the reply.
mite, but the fact that he struck a match was ample
"Terrible Riley?"
1
proof that he meant to cause an explosion.
"Yes."
The stick of dynamite flew from the hand of Tomato
"Well, what did you motion for him not to come up
wh en he was seized and thrown to the ground, but it hap- close to you for?"
pened to strike upon a soft spot, so there wa's really no
"I thought one was enough ter take ther risk of gittin'
danger of it exploding.
up so close," lied the man.
Wild quickly brought him to bis senses when he thrust
"Oh! you c1ic1, eh?"
the muzzle of a revolver under his nose.
"Yes, that's· right, Young \Nild West."
"You keep still, you sneaking galoot!" he said. "I
Anna and Eloise now appeared on the scene, and then
reckon you're about done for. It wouldn't take a great Hop came out.
deal to make me let a bullet go through your head!"
"Whattee do with um bad Melican man, Misler Wild?"
"Don't shoot me, Young Wild West !" gasped the vil- the Chinaman asked.
lain, who knew well enough who had him. "I didn't
"Get a rope and tie him," was the reply. "I reckon
come here ter do yer any harm. I only wanted te1'. see we'll hold him a while."
what your camp looked like."
Tomato began begging fOT his liberty.
Wild did not know who it was, for he had not heard
But our hero, though he did not feel like holding him
the man talk before, and it was too dark for him to recog- ·a prisoner, decided to keep him until Charlie and Jim
nize him as the pal of Terrible Riley.
came back.
'
He was of the opinion that he had caught one of the
He did not have to wait long for this to happen, for a
Land Sharks.
minute or two later foo_tsteps were heard.

"'-..- .
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Then his two partners came to the camp.
"Couldn't you find him1 boys?" asked our hero.
"No/' replied the scout, "ther galoot was too smart
fur us in ther dfl,rk. He fooled us, an' he got away. We
\hunted around putty well, too."
"Well, we know who he was, anyhow; so that is worth
something. Now we will know just what to do when
we meet him again. He was Terrible Riley, and this
fellow is his pard."
"Jest what I thought," Charlie declared.
"Me, too," added Jim. "There was no one else to
think of but those two."
Hop had tied the hands ~f. tfie prisoner, and as Charlie
and Jim came forward and took a look at him, Tomato
began pleading again.
Wild thouglit a moment.
He knew if they were to get away when the rush started they did not want to be bothered with a prisoner. If
they turned him over to the authorities of the- town but
little attention would be paid to !1im, since there was too
much else going on just then. '
~
'rhat meant tha,t the 'best thing they could do would
be to' let the villain go, with a warning to keep clear of
them in the future.
As far as they knew, he had simply been spying on the
camp.
"What is your name, you sneaking coyote?" Wild
asked him.
·
1
"Hunker," was the reply. "My nickname is Tomato."
a Tomato, eh? Well, that's a :fine nickname, I mu~t
say. You know what a tomato is, I suppose?"
''Oh, yes!"
"All right, then. If we ever come across you again
you will be a tomato with the juice running out. Do you
understand?"
"I understand, Young Wild West. You kin bet that
I'll never try ter do nothin' ag'in you an' your crowd. If
you ketch me at it, jes't shoot me, that's all! You're ther
Champion Deadshot of ther West, an' I know if yer do
take a shot at me it'll be ther last of me. But if you'll
let me jine in with them what's goin' fur ther_ land on
•
ther Comanche Strip J'll be obliged to yei."
"Oh! you can go along with the rush, if you want to.
But just see that you don't bother with us, that's all."
"Well, I've jest said that if yer ketch me doin' anything ag'in yer, yer kin shoot me. T~at's enough, ain't
it?"
"Yes, that's enough. Now you can go. You can tell
'l'errible lliley that be will get his medicine, if he don't
look out how he acts. I mean business!"
"l'P tell him. But no matter what he does, I won't
interfere with yer, yer kin ·bet on that! I've had enough."
Wild told Hop to, untie him, and when this was done
he took the villain by the shoulder, turned 'him around
and gave nim a push.
"J..;igbt out!" he exclaimed.
Away ran t'he villain, thanking - his stars that he had
got off so easily.
Then Wild advised the girls to go back to their tent
:md get what sleep· they could before the sun came up.
He turned in himself, but the scout and Dart decided
to remain on guard the balance of the night, though

they all knew· that ·it was not likely ·they would be
bothered again, after what had happened.

•

CHAPTER VIII.
THE VILLAINS ARE READY FOR THE START.

The instant he heard the voice of Young Wild West
call out for his partners Terrible Riley felt a chill shoot
down his spinal column.
He turned and fled, as has already been stated, and
having such a start, he managed to elude the scout and
Dart easily.
He went on around and approached the saloon wher.e
the Land Sharks had their headquarters from the opposite side of the town.
A soft knock on the door brought Bob Thompson to it,
and he prornptlv asked:
"Who is ther~ ?"
"Me~Riley," was th,e reply.
'l'he door was unlocked a:nd the villain entered, his face
showing up rather white in the -glare of the oil lamp the
room was lighted with.
J akp Patty was sound asleep on the .floor, his coat acting as a pillow, but ifCerring and Grote had simply been
dozing, and they were up as the villainous cowpuncher
entered.
"Where's Tomato?" queried Thompson, looking surprised.
"He'-s in Young Wild West's camp," was the reply.
"What! They didn't catch him, did they?"
"That's jest what they did. An' they come mighty
nigh ter catchiri' -me, too. I had ter run, that was all
there was to - it. If I hadn't I would have got shot.
Young Wild West must ,have been on ther. watch, fur jest
as my pard wa;; goin' fe r light 'ther dynamite an' chuck
it at ther tents, he jumped on him aii' knocked it out oi
his hand. I seerr jest what happened, 'cause Tomato had
ther match lit. I was goin' there ter help him when ther
boy yelled for his pa.rds ter come. Then it was no use,
I ·knowed, so I jest legged it as · fast as I could. I was
mighty ·lucky in keepin' out of their sight, fur I heard
'em putty close to me a couple of times."
Thompson's · countenance £ell as he listened to the
words of the man.
What had appeared to- be a sure thing had amo1mted to
an utter failure.
_
"T11is is too bad, boys," and he turned to his two companions, who were surely as much dif;lappointed as he was.
"It sartinly is too bad, Bob," Rerring declared.
"That boy is altogether too smart fur us-there ain't
no use in tryin' ter rub it out," declared Grote, _shaking
his head. "Jest ter think of it! He was watchin' fur
someone ter come, eh?"
''What do yer s'pose they'll do with my pard?" asked
Riley, after a pause.
Thompson' shrugged his shoulders.
"I don't know," he replied. "But I wouldn't want to
be in his .boots."
"No, I reckon yer wouldn't," and the cowpunch•r
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shifteJi_ his ieel uneaflily; "Give me a drink. I feel That boy ain't sich a bad feller, after all. H e let me go,
mighty nervous-like."
after I promised him if he ever ketched me interferin'
There was some l~ft in the bottle, so Grote poured him with t:Iier business of him an' his friends ag'in I'd let him .
out a drink.
shoot me. I made that promise, boys, an' I'm goin' ter
When be had swallowed the fi ery stuff Riley sank into stick to it!"
-!
a chair.
"What!" cried Thompson; "you are going to stick to
"I feel sorry fur Tomato, blamed if I don't!" he ex- it? What do you mean to do, anyhow?"
claimed.
"Jest what I said. I'm goin' ·ter let Young Wild West
"Well, don't worry about it. Maybe they will let him alone. If ther rest of yer are goin' ter try an' kill him,
go," said Thompson.
go ahead. But I'm done with that game. I won't have
"What! .· After they found him tryin' ter kill 'em all nothin' . ter say if yer happen ter fix him, but I won't
'With dynamite?"
take no part in it. Ther boy was good enough ter let
"Yes, for Young Wild West never shoots anyone wijh- me go, when he could have put me in ther lock-up, or
out giving them a show, I have heard."
have had me hanged, if he'd wanted t er. I told him that
"Well, maybe he'll have him put in ther jail. That I was goin' t er let him alone, an' I'm goin' ter, too. That
would be bad enough, I reckon," spoke up Herring.
don't say that I ain't ther same ter you all as I was afore,
"-Yes, an' if he was ter tell tlier whole thing it would does it?"
'
come mighty hard on us all," a"dded Grote.
"It shows that you are turning traitor," declared
"Maybe- we'd better light out," sugges·t ed Terrible Thompson, wrathfully.
Riley.
"It does, eh? Well, I'm ready t er show you that I ain't
"Not much!" cried Thompson. "I am not going to let any more of a traitor t'han you are!"
anything stop me from going with the rush, I can tell
Tomato tapped the butt of his gun in a manner that
you. If Tomato does tell why he came there to destroy was significant.
the camp we can declare that 1t is not so. Our word will
"Easy, Tomato,'' said Terrible Riley. "We don't want
be just as good as anyone's, I think."
no row with these fellers. I reckon you're all right. If
.They kept on talking it over, and Patty slept on, un- you've made up your mind ter let _.Young Wild West
conscious of what was going on.
alone, that don't say that we've got ter do ther same
Once Herring tried to rouse him, but it had no effect, thing."
an!, more than to make him turn over, and then drop off
"Of course it don't. But that galoot seems ter think
aga.m.
it does~ I reckon- I'm all right."
It was just about fifteen minutes after Riley came to , · Thompson swallowed his wrath.
the back of the saloon when another knock sounded at
"So you are going to let the meddlesome boy go over
the door.
to the Strip, then?" he remarked, looking at Terrible
Riley pulled a revolver.
Riley.
·"There they come !" he exClaimed in' a hoarse whisper.
Not if I kin help it," was the quick reply. "But s'pose
"They must have trailed me here."
I can't help it, kin you?"
.
The three Land Sharks turned pale.
"Well, if I set out to blow him up with dynamite, a.nn
Thompson promptly put out tlfo 1igbt.
had a dark night, like this, to do ·the job in, I rather
Then a voice from outside called out:
think that I would have done the job."
"Let me in! I'm •romato!"
"Oh! that's how yer feel about it, is it? Well, why
They all recognized his voice, and wl~ile Grote struck _a don't yer go an' try it right now? It ain't likely they'll
match, the leader ran to the door.
be expectin' anyone t er show around there ag'in. You're
He quickly unlocked it, and then Tomato came inside. a mighty good one ter scheme, boss; I'd jest like ter see
The villain had taken care to wait a few minutes before yer carry it out."
•
he came to the rear of the saloon, he feeling that it was
But Thompson wanted none of it, as his roanner indipossible that he would be followed.
catecl. It was all right to hear 'him t alk, but when it
I
When he became satisfied that such was not the case he came to putting his ideas into practice he was not there.
macle, for the back entrance to the room the four Land
H e did not keep up t he wran gling, however, but inSharks hacl engaged.
vited both the men to remtain there, if they had no other
A sigh of relief went up when the lamp was lighted, place to sleep.
.
and they had a cha:qce to look upon the man, who had
They clid not have, so t11 ey accepted th e invitation.
"been caught by Young Wild West.
.
There was no doubt but that Tomato felt th e easiest of
"How did Y.er git way?" Riley asked, eagerly.
the lot, and ~h en he Jay down upon the floor at full
"On! they let me go, 'cause they thought I was jest length he soon dropped off to sleep.
sneakin' around ter see what their camp looked like,"
Thompson was about the last to do so; and then it was
Tomato replied, as though it had not been of much im- not a great while before be was aroused by the noise made
portance.
by the others, who were stirring about t he room.
"Young Wild West didn't find out what yer was up
It was broad daylight and the sun was shining through
ter, then.?" said Riley
'
the window, which had partly been covered by a curtain.
"No. He -knocked ther dynamite out of my hand
The leader of the Land Sharks cl id not feel anything
when he jumped on me, an' he didn't see it. I told him extra when he got up.
I lit ther match ter giveJme a chance ter see where I was.
But he made the best of it, how~ver, and going outside,
(
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Wild and Charlie took in the scene with no little ingot some water in a pail he found and proceeded to take
terest.
a wash.
There were all sorts of people there, and all seemed
The rest did the same, and they found lots of others
either looking for the s~e treatment, or inP,ulging in it. to be very much in earnest.
The £act that the Strip was a yery ,fertile piece of .
Many had slept out under the shed, while some had not
ground insured those who were willing to work hard, and
slept at all.
But it was the same way all over the little town. There had a little money to make a start, a comfortable living,
,
were no accommo'dations for them, and they bad to make no doubt.
· Looks as though a circus had struck ther blamed old
the best of it.
Ten o'clock was the hour appointed for the time to town, Wild," observed the scou't. "I wish it was a circus;
start, and those eligible to hold the land were already on then I could sorter enjoy myself. It's been quite a while .
since I've seen one."
the hustle.
"Oh ! you will enjoy this as well as if it were a circus,
The names had to be ~0o-iven to the land agent, whose
t before we are through, Charlie," was the reply. "There's
quarters were at the camp of the troopers.
.
But the four :Land Sharks had qualified the day be- lots ahead for us, I reckon."
"Most likely tliere is. But say! There's an awful lot
fore so there was nothino- for them to do but to wait.
·
'rhe two cowpunchers "~ent and qualified after they got of people here, Wild."
"A thousand, I should judge."
something to eat and then the six were ready.
. 't 1.t ?"
d
' th t'
"Y
'
e e day
"Mes; anth a s a g~o tmh anly,b~tin f · .
"If you're goin' ter kill Young Wild West an' his
,1
ore an we are m e rn i o seemg v ry
b ·t
·
·
p_ar,ds a~or,; t lrnr rush starts I re~kon you'd ~etter e g1. - think."
"I sh ould say so. S ome d ays we- d on't see any one blit
Tomato, with the vestige of a grin
1t, remarked
tm i•·at b
d f
11
ourselves. But that's all right, I don't believe in places
on s ronze ace.
"Leave t hat ter me, Tomato," T errible Riley answered. where there's too many people. It takes nature away
"May be it won't be before ther start; but it'll be afore too much."
'rirn scout was quite satisfied to live as he always had
they git to ther Strip."
"If such a thing happens you'll get an extra hundred," lived, where the people were few, but plenty of excitement and da:Qger, notwith standing._
Thompson declared.
Our hero loo'ked the crowd over as well as he could,
and he was certain there were crooks there of all degrees.
He could tell them by their cut, for be had made a .
CHAPTER TX.
study of faces, and he could read a man's character pretty
nearly right every tjme.
THE STA RT.
"There will be more than one fellow robbed of all he's
got before many hours," he said. "That is what one- .
Young Wild West and his friends had their breakfast fourth of them are here for. They don't want the Gov- .
shortly after sunrise that morning.
ernment land."
They could hear the confused sounds made by the eager
"Well, I reckon if I catch any galoot doin' anything
boomers as they went about the town, shouting and sing- in that line he'll mighty quick give it , up," and the scout
ing, as though they expected to get hold of gold mines, smiled grimly and tapped the butt. of his gun; ·
instead of allotments of land.
They went over to the camp, where there were about
"Well," said our hero, when they had finished the eighty cavalrymen in command of a captain.
morning meal, "I reckon we want to be among the first
There werE! but a few in line, and Charlie was not long
to reach the Strip, girls. Th at means t hat Hop and Wing in having himself qualified.
will 'have to trail along with the stragglerR, for the packThen, after taking in the scene for -nearly an hour they
horses won't be able to keep up any kind of a gait. Char- return ed· to the camp.
.
lie is eligible to get a number and qualify, so I think he
Al. this time they had not seen anything of the four
had better go oved to the land agent and do it We won't Land Snarks, or Terrible Riley and his partner.
hold the piece we take poRRe~sion of, but it will do for
B1it there was nothing strange in this, as it was quite
had better go over to the land agent and do it. We won't likel.v that tlie villains would keep out of their way.
boom the new town all we can, you know." .
When they got back io the camp they were treated to a
"That's right, Wild," answered the scout's wife. "Char- surprise.
'
lie, why don't you go over and qualify?"
"What do you think of that, boys?" Jim Dart said, as
"I reckon I will," was the reply. "Come on, Wild; he held up a stick of dynamite.
·
we'll go right away."
Both knew what it was the moment their eyes rested
'
upon it.
"All right."
Where did you find that, Jim?" our hero asked, coolly.
The two at once left the camp.
"Right in about the very spot where you caught the
As they got out upon the street they found that it was
lined with t eams and wagons.
man with a lighted match last night," was the reply.
Lumber that was cut and ready to frame constituted "Hop :found it and he brought ii: to mE', after marking
·
about half that the wagons were loaded with, the rest be- the exact spot."
ing furniture, bedding and general supplies.
"'Ah! I understand now why the gnloot struck the
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match. He was going to blow us up. The scoundrel! took their places in the long line that spread from one
If I had known that I reckon he would not be at large side of the street to the other, they saw the four Land
now. Great Scott ! but that was what I call a narrow Sharks for the first time.
,
escape. That little stick of dynamite would have cleaned
They were mounted. on good-lqoking horses, and it was
out the camp, and everything in it, in a hurry!"
evident .that they meant to be among the first to get
"Velly rnuchee bad · mans do lat," said Hop, shaking there.
Behind them were Terrible Riley and Tomato, the lathis head. ''Me likee play urn tlicks with um fireclackers
ter having two loaded pack-mules in charge.
and cigars with powdee in ; but no dynamitee, so be."
"Well," and the scout brought the palms of his hands
'I'hey all 1oo~ed at our fri ends as they passed them,
together hard, "I reckon that galoot has got ter drop ther and it was easy ·to see That th ey were not a little afraid of
minute I set eyes on him. He lied, an' that settles his them, especially Riley.
doom."
Wild got in conversation with the captain of the cav"N o," and the young deadshot turned to him quickly. alry, whom he knew by sight, and wh en he had intro"He mqst not be shot, unless he' is caught trying to in- duced himself he received a cordial greeting.
.
jure us in s,ome way. He told a lie when he said he
"What is the! name of th e new town, captain?" the
merely lighted the match in order to see what he was do- young deadshot asked.
ing; but when I told him we would not bother him, so
"That isn't settl ed yet," wa s the r eply. "I beli eve th e
long as he did not try to interfere with us, I meant what name will be taken from that of the first person w'ho
I said, and I want to keep my word. We will let it go crosses the line. That is quite an idea, isn't it ?"
just as we intended it should, Charlie. I reckon we can
"First rate, captain. But say ! If you don't. think I
take care of ourselves all right."
am too presumptuous, I'll tell you what the name 'of the
"Jest as you say,· Wild. But a promise made under town will be/ then."
sich circumstances, ain't bindin', I don't think."
"Young Wild West?" qu eried the captain, a twinkle
"Never mind. I have an idea that the man will keep in his eyes, as he looked at th e clean-limbed sorrel stalout of our way. He talked in a very earnest why when lion the boy rode.
·
1
he declared he would. But there are others who won't,
"No; the name will be Arietta, for she will be the
~nd they are the ones we must be on the watch for."
first to cover tlie fifteen miles. I will let h er ride Spit"The;m four what's goin' ter do ther crooked work." fire, and if he ,don't fetch her over the line first I'l~ give
said the scout.
up making predictions."
"Yes; and Terribl e Riley, as he calls himself, too." I "Good! A better name could not be found for it. Go
"It'll be Dead Riley, instead of Terrible Riley, afore ahead and do it, Young Wild West."
we're done with that galoot, I reckon."
Arietta was delighted at the proposition, and the sad"Quite likely, Charlie."
dles were soon changed.
Wild spoke that way because that was, his real opinion. , She could manage the swift sorrel quite well, and
He had seen just enough of t11e man to make him be- there was no doubt in t11e mind s of her companions that
lieve that he was one who would not stop at. any sort of a she would win the race.
crime.
'
The girl patted Nm glossy neck of the splendid animal,
The two Chinamen had everything ready save the and then mounted, Wild 't aking the white horse she alloading of the pack-horses, and this would be done about ways rode.
· fifteen minutes before th e time to start arrived. .
At five minutes to nine a volley was fired by the solNine o'clocl}, sharp, was the time, and there waf\ to be diers.
no delay on account of anyone, or anything.
This meant to get ready.
It was now past eight, so they had not much longer
Then, with nerves at the highest tension, the big crowd
to~~

~~

Just half-past eight a detachment of forty-eight cav- ·It was a peculiar sort of a race, but nevertheless a race.
alrymen in charge of Lieutenant Asbury, rode 0:ff at top· The honor of getting there first was the prize, t oo, for
speed. . .
' •
·the twentieth person there would have as good a ,Pick as
'rhere were already men in the employ of the land ihe first o:ne.
office there, and the cavalry were to assist them in keep- · Though Arietta was· not eligible for one of the plots of
ing things straight wh en the boomers began to arrive.
land, slie had been ' assured that if she got there first the
Sfoce this time they have a different way of doing it, town would be named for her.
but the opening of the Comanche Strip, at the titne of
Cra-c-c-ck !
'Whfoh we are writing, wa s left to be managed by the
The volley meaning that the start was on sounded, and
oA-lcials as they saw fit, and , they were doing it the way the rush for the. Comanche Strip began.
we have described.
, It was fair, in one sense of the word, but in another it
.was not.
Those who had horses that were speedy would get there
CHAPTER X.
first, that was certain.
ARIETTA A WINNER.
But there was land enough for all, so it would only be
a matter of first pick, that was all.
There was no such a thing. as forging ahead when the
When our friends finally. got ready and ro'de out and start was made.
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There were easily three hundred mounted men, and
probably a score of women and girls ahead of our friends,
and the street not being over wide, there was but one
thing to do, and that to wait until the line got stretched.
Wild and Arietta rode side by side, and behi:q.d them
came Cha-rlie and Anna.
A couple of zealous cowboys had pushed in ahead of
Jim Dart and Eloise, so they had to wait until the chance
afforded them to get out of the bunch.
Only half a mile had to be followed before they would
reach a level strip of prairie lana, and then the big bunch
would spread, as well as stretch.
· 'rhe vast crowd of riders hung together well until this
poinf was reached, and then our hero, as he saw the
'
chance, called out to his sweetheart:
"Now, Et, follow me to tl~e left. I reckon we may as
well get ahead as soon as possible. We are not going to
wait and make a spurt at the fini sh. I'll stick to you as
long as I think it is advisable, and when I say 'Go!' I
want you to go."
"All right, Wild," was the reply. "I am in this race to
win, and I am going to. I know that for a certainty.
Spitfire will carry me through all right."
"If he don't carry you through it will be t1rn first time
he has e..ver failed . When you find yourself in the lead
just let him have free tein and he will do the rest. Nothin g short of a cyclone will overt.ake him, you can bet!"
They shot off to the left, and in less than a minute
they had passed a full dozen of the. riders.
But Wild kept on swerving to the left,' and in five
minutes they were on a line with the leaders, and swing·
ing toward them.
.Arietta, her cheeks aglow with excitement and her
golden hair streaming in the wind, made a picture that
was worthy of an artist's brush.
The white horse was doing nobly, but Wild knew his
mettle, and that it was impossible for him to keep up the
pace for more than five miles.
But with the sorrel it was different. He could go the
whole fifteen miles, and not lose ~ second.
About a dozen men with mustangs were holding the
lead, each fighting to get ahead, and wllen they sa w the
boy and girl gradually closing the gap between them th ey
had something else to think about.
Just about 'When a third of the distance had been covered Wild and Arietta swept past them and took the lead.
"Now Hien, Et." said the young deadshot, "let yourself go. Give ~pit:fire his own way about it and he'll take
you through. I'll drop back with the bunch here, for I
think I can hold the pace they are going at. Go on, and
the new town will be named Arietta !"
The girl waved her hand to him, and with a nod of her
golden head, :;he left him.
She had given the sorrel free rein, and he had forged
,
ahead of his own accord.
Wild allowed the mustang riders to come up with him.
"That sorrel is a regular demon, Young Wild West,"
one of them called out. "How is it that you ain't ridin'
him yourself?"
"Because I want the girl to wiri the race," the young
deudshot replied. "The name of the new town will be
Arietta."
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"Good enough!" shouted one of the others. "Hooray
fur Young Wild West's gal!'' .
They all joined in the shout, and Wild felt pleased at
the good feeling shown.
The riders all knew him now, and they seemed to· be
satisfied to see his sweetheart get to the Strip ahead o'f
·
,
the rest.
There was a slight rise about two miles ahead, and before they were at the top of it Arietta had disappeared.
When they did reach the crest she was over half a mile
·
in the lead.
"Boys," s~id Wild, turning to the riders, "there never
was a horse that could catch that sorrel. I say that because I really think so. Just see the lead he has got:"
"Kin he hold out ther pace?" asked the man nearest.
to 11im.
"Yes. He could win if it was a ·hu~dred miles to go.
You'll see when you get there."
Wild saw nothing of the rest of his friends during the
mad race for the Strip.
When ten miles had been covered Arietta was na
.
longer to be seen, eithey.
He looked over his shoulder and found that the line
stretched as far back as he could, see, which told of the
difference between the horses that had started in the
rush.
A mile further on and some Indians could be seen lined
along the side of the frail to watch the arrival of the
"paleface legion."
"Paleface maiden heap much go fast!" ·one of them
sl10uted, as ·Our hero· passed. "You no catch!"
"We don't want to catch her, redskin," was the reply.
"She is to be the winner."
· Ten or twelve minutes later our hero rode in at the .
head of the bunch that had stuck to him.
There stood Arietta at ~he finish line with the Gov,
ernm ent men and the cavalrymen, the sorrel nibbling at
the grass near her.
A man was just putting the :finishing touches to a big
white flag, wl1ich he had been painting, a11d as they rode
up he rai sed the staff and the fla g floated on the breeze.
The letters on it spelled "Arietta," and when ,Wild
read the word he waved his hat and shouted:
"Three cheers for Ari.etta !"
'rh e c'l1eer that went up was joined in by those at the
line, and blushingly the winner waved her handkerchief
and bowed.
"She wins by eight minutes," said the official timer.
''.Wonderful horse, tha_t; and wonderful girl, too."
" That's right," our hero answered. "We don't get no
land, but we ha ve tl1e namin g ·of the town, anyhow.
That's worth considerable, I reckon."
,'r he qualified ones· to get there were so much interested
in the girl and horse that they almost forgot to pick their
plots.
It .was not until they saw others getting close . to the
goal that they did so.
Wild dismounted and waited with his sweethea.rt until
the rest came up.
. 'l;'hey soon came along, and then Charlie selected his
plot, and they at once took possession of it.
Then all they had to do was to watch the rest come in.
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Pretty soon t'he four Land Sharks arrived.
The people kept on coming, and after what seemed to
Then up came 'l'errible Riley.
be a long while Hop and Wing came along with the packThey each took a plot, and then they rari about in vari- horses.
ous places throughout the Strip and were seen kneeling
Then the camp was quickly put in shape.
here and there.
Wild watched them with no little interest.
Finally he walked over to one of the places he had seen
them kneeling at.
CHAPTER XI.
At first he could see nothing wrong, but he soon discovered that a small stake bad been pushed down even
ANOTHER PLOT IS FORMED.
with the surface of the ground.
The young deadshot scraped away the dirt with his
Not only did the Land Sharks know: that Young Wild
fingers and pulled up the stake.
West and his friends had discovered the sunken stake on
There was a pi~ce of white muslin wrapped around it, Cheyenne Charlie's plot of land, but they had seen the
and as he unwound it he read the following:
j young deadshot pull up the stake on the other plot.
·
.
' It made them feel slightly uneasy, for it really looked
"Number 63. Deede'd to Robert Thompson for ser- as though he knew their game.
vices rendered in' the opening of the Comanche Strip."
• But it also made them mo:i;e determined to rid the
'
world of the boy and his partners.
"I r\!ckon that's pretty good," muttered the boy, as he
They had tried bard to get the oppo ·tunity, but sometucked the stake and muslin under his arm. "Here is thing turned up to foil them right along.
\
one they won't have any fight over, anyhow. Now I
The fact that Tom;ito had refused to have any part in
know what they were kneeling here and there for. They the foul scheme made Terrible Riley a little lukewarm, .
wanted to make sure that they could find the different too, and after he got to the new town he became more
plots easily."
disposed than ever to take his pard's advice and let our ·
He walked back and joined his friends.
friends alone.
•
"What do you think of that?" he said, as he showed
But Thompson and his three partners were rendered
them the 1;rmslin containing the inscription.
desperate when they saw that their foul scheme was Iike"Well, if t1>at don't beat all!" declared Arietta. "The ly to be exposed.
viilain11 ! They want people- to put up houses on the
"That boy must die!" the leader said, gnashing his
plots, and then they will come around and claim 1them. teeth. "If he don't we'll have someone after us in a
Oh! I don't know what ought to be done to them.!"
hurry. This is a land fraud game, and t'hough we are
mr.hey'll have somethin' be done ter 'em, all right," only doing it through the assistance of one in the employ
answered the scout, his eyes flashing. "I wonder if of the Government, we will get punished nearly as much
there's one of them blamed things on this piece?"
as he is, if we are found out."
''There might be. Let's take a look," suggested Jim.
"There is only ·one way to do it, as far as I kin think,"
They all started to look aroUJld the piece of land.
observed ,Jake Patty, thoughtfully.
Wild saw the corner stakes, and he walked toward one
"Tell. us how, Jake," said Thompson, brightening up.
of them.
'"Ideas are wanted now, and wanted badly."
H e noticed that the spot where be had found the little
"We will have to set a trap for them."
stake was right near one of those that was there for the
"Good! But how can we do it?"
purpose of designating the size of the plot, and he
"If we was ter steal one of them gals it could be done
thought he might find it the same way there.
easy enough."
·
He was right, too.
"By jove !" exclaimed Thompson. "That's right. But
'!'here it was, just showing above the ground.
won't it be jest about as hard to steal one of the girls as
He was not long in pulling it up.
it would be to kill the three meddlesome fools?"
The muslin was wound around itt, and when be un"Oh, no!" and Patty shook his head. "If we was ter
folded it he found that it was the same as the other, only up an' shoot 'em down when they wasn't lookin' we'd
that the plot was numbered 29.
_
stand no show at all. But by watchin' out putty sharp
"Here . is another one they won't lay claim to, I reek- we ought ter git hold of one of ther gals afore ther day
on," our hero said.
is out. There's goin' ter be lots goin' on here putty soon,
Then he waved the little piece of muslin over ,Pis head. an' in ain't likely that they'll keep together all ther time."
'rhe . four villains were about three hundred yards dis"If we do get one of the girls, where are we goin' ter
tant,. but they were looking that way, and they saw what take her?" asked . Grote.
he did.
"Ter some plac~ where we kin lie in ambush for Young
That they knew what was up our friends felt sure, for Wild West and his partners, when they come to look for
they got closer together and appeared to be talking earn- her," answered Thompson. "I suppose that is what Jake
estly.
means."
"Just let them come and claim this plot," said Wild.
"That's ri gnt, Bob," and Patty nodded in ·a pleased
"I reckon they'll find out something. No such galoots way. "You kin understand my t'houghts putty well. But
as they are will do much swindling here, I'll bet !"
if we kin git ther gal without it bein' known who done it,
"Not while we're here, anyhow," spoke up the scout.
ifll be all ther better. Now, I advi~e that we pick ·out
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one of 'em, an' that we keep an eye on her, an' when ·We bottle. I bought that, and I know what it is. It is
find that ther chance has come jest grab her an' run off strychnine, and if a person gets only a little of it in his
with her.. Two of us could do the·r job all right. If we stomach once it is good-by! But you ,just hold fast ro
could put on wimmen's dress it would be all right, fur that. Maybe we won't need it, and maybe we will. Come
on! I see a group of redskins over there; and I have just
then we could fool her, an' git right close to her."
"Disguise is the thing," declared the leader. "Jake, been hit with an idea."
The Indians he referred to were of the vagrant type,
you are certainly showing a very fertile brain to-day. I
wouldn't wonder if you have found the way out of the and they had ,siniply come there to pick up what they
could get.
trouble we are in."
'l'here were three or four greasy-looking squaws among
"I hope I 'have," Jake replied. "I don'lt want ter see
them, and it was these that had given Thompson his idea.
tner thing sp'iled now. It wouldn't do."
He thought perhaps they might get what female attire
"You and I would make pretty good-looking women, I
they wanted from them.
think. We are not so tall as Al and Grote."
But he should have known better, for the squaws were
"Yes, I reckon that we'll do. All's I want is a good,
clean shave, an' then I kin soon fix up. But we've got about as poor as they could be, and what they had wae
barely enough for their own requirements ..
.
ter git ther dresses an' things."
"What's your idea, Bob?" Patty aske'd, as *ey ap"That ought to be pretty easy. The boomers have
brought lots of such things, and they are letting them lie proached the group. ,
"'We might be able to get the disguises we waJJ.t of
around in any kind of fashion. Ah! Hello! There goes
i.he first building up. It's on our property, too! Good! these Indians," was the reply.
"That's very true. But we might ·do more than that,
Cheer away, you fools! You are working for us now."
Sure enough, the framework for a house had just beep I reckon. I happen ter know that galoot what looks as
put up, and the crowd around it was cheering itself though he was a chief. He is Old Man Afraid of a Cow.
That's his right name, turned into our language; but no
hoarse.
The lumber 'had been brought over behind four good one ever calls him, that. Cow is his nickname. You jest
wait! You'll see him kinder prick up his ears an' look
horses, and it was the first to arrive.
Many of the men there were carpenters by trade, but pleasant when I caU out his name."
Thompson nodded, and they went Tight up to the
those who were not lent a hand and did what they could,
and the result was that the first house in Arietta rapidly Indians. ·
"Hello, Cow!" called out Jake Patty, in a very familiar ·
neared completion.
The window frames were fitted with the sashes, while way. "What are yer doin' around here, with nothin' ter
the doors were ready to hang, and only needed a little eat?"
Sure enough, the redskin addressed pricked up his ears.
,
shaving-off in places.
Then he must have recognized Patty, for he hurried
Of course it was not a very large building. None of
to him and put out his hand in a hesitati'ng sort of way. .
those to be built in a hurry were supposed to be.
But when the hand was taken by the white man he said
But it would have two rooms · and an attic that might
"How?" and looked very much pleased.
be us~ for a sleeping apartment when it was done.
'rhe four villains walked over toward the new building. , "Cow heap much glad to see Jake," he declared. "Jake
heap much good paleface. Other palefaces no good!
Terrible Riley and. Tomato were already there.
They come and take more of the reclman'.s hunting
Thompson scowled as he looked at them.
"If we don't look out those fellow s will be helping us grounds. No care if pooT Injun starve."
"That's right, Cow," and Patty nodded as if he m~ant
to get into trouble," he said, in a low tone to his companions. "Tomato has backed down altogether, as you it. "But my friends here is jest like me.--good palefaces.
1
know, and Riley is half inclined to. If they should take . See?"
"Me see, Jnke. , You got little toback for poor Injun?"
a notion to tell that we hired them to blow Young Wild
"Yes, of course I have. But see here, Cow. Maybe
WeRt and hi:> fri1mcls to vieces with dynamite, I rather
think we would have a slim show of ever leaving this new you might be able to earn a few dollars, if you'll do ther
right thing."
town alive."
"Injun do anything Jake say," was the quick reply,
"Oh! they won't · tell nothin'," Herring declared.
"'rhev ain't turned good, or nothin' like that; it's only wbile the look that shone from his eyes tolq that he
·
because they're afraid of· Young Wild West. • They think meant it.
"All right. Here's some to backer. Now we'll walk on
that he can't be got, nohow, an' that he'll git them what
tries ter git him. They don't seem ter think that it's a till we git ther otner side of them trees down there, an'
mighty long lane that ain't got no turn, an' that our turn then you kin go aTOund ther other way an' meet us.
There might be as.much as fifty dollars fur yer, if you'll
is bound ter come, even if it is a long time comin'."
·
"Well, if I thought they would tell I'd soon see to it do jest what we want yer ter."
"Me do anything," and the redskin felt so good over
that they dropped out," Patty observed. "I happen ter
:have a bottle of pizen in my pocket, an' if tha~ was put in the pTospect of getting hold of fifty dollars that he
a bottle of whisky it wouldn't be no trouble ter fix them straightened up· and banged h:itnself on the breast. •
The four Land Sharks moved on.
galoots."
1
J But they h ad barely got behind the group of trees
,
Thompson nodded.
"You are right, Jake," he said. "Just hold on to that when they were met by the Indian.
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. "He's all right, Bob," ~aid Patty. "You kin hire him ones to settle that auestion, Wild answered. "The Govter do anything, an' he wouldn' t tell, if be was catched- ernment will grant a license to any male citizen, of lawful
not if they put him ter torture. Cow is a mighty fine age, who applies, a.nd puts down the price. That is for
redskin, I kin te)l yer."
wholesale purposes only, however. The town itself can
"AU right, then; I'll risk it," answered Thompson. , say whether or not it may be retailed in its limits."
The fact was that the Indian was one of the sort who
"Well, I suppose if the majority voted that it should
would do even· worse than murder, if paid for· it, and he not be retailed there would be just as much sold. Those
thought there was no possibility of gettin~ found out.
who wanted it would buy it by the quart then.''
Thompson talked it over with him, and the result was
"As sure as guns !" exclaimed Charlie, grinning and
that Cow agreed to catch the yellow-haired girl and take shrugging his shoulders. "But what's ther use of tryin'
her to a certain cave back along the ·wooded ridge, two ter put liquor out of business. Ther stuff will be drunk
miles distant, and to hold her there until the four pale- jest as long as they keep makin' it. It ain't so many
faces came.
, years ago tliat there wasn't no tax on it, an' then anybody
He gave them full directions as to where the cave was, could rig up a still,.if he knowed how an' turn corn or rye
and then, after instructing him not to harm the girl in inter stuff that would make your hair · curl. It was
any way, Thompson gave him ten dollars on account, and mighty ch eap, too. T'here's only one way ter settle ther
'then left with his tliree partners.
liquor question, in my opinion, an' that is fur them what
It was Arietta who had been picked out ·as t he victim, don't want ter drink it t er leave it alone, an' them that
probably because her hair distinguished ~er from the does want ter ,drink it t er go ahead a:µ' do it. That's
others.
ther puttiest way ter settle it, I reckon."
"Well, if the wo~en had the say they would soon put a
stop to it," his wife declared.
"Maybe they would, gal. But it happens that they
CHi\.PTER XII.
ain't got thcr say. I likes a little bit of tanglefoot myself, now an' then. But you know I don' t drink enough
H OP GETS A LITTLE INFORMATION.
ter hurt me."
"Well, Wild and Jim dorr't drink any at all, and I think
Our friends could. see the first building being put up, they get along as well as you do."
\
but they did not bother to go near it just then.
"Yes, of course they do. But they don't drink it jest
There wao lots to look at, for everything was on a hus- because they never did drink it. I was sorter brought up
'tle.
on ther bottle when old Cheyenne was mostJ,y a little
The land agent had marked off the plots so that a village of shanties an' t ents. I can't help that, though."
street ran between them in a straight line. The plots
"Of course you can't help it, Chaiilie."
were not very wide, but they extended well back, so farmHis wife softened right away, and that ended the arguing on a small scale might be done on each one of them. ment.
'
· ~
Young Wild West had seen to it that the tents were
It being noon, Wing was getting the 'dinner ready.
put up at the front, or end tp.at was on the proposed
Our friends had-laid in a supply of what they J}eeded
before leaving Grizzly Gulch, and with the ' game they
ili~
'
This gave them an opportunity to see about what was had on hand, both fresh and smoked, they would be all
going on.
.
"
right for a day or two, anyhow.
The wagons kept coming in, and by noon they were
The cha:i;ices weFe that they would not have to look far
all there, and as many as a dozen buildings were in course for the game they would need.
of construction.
Then there were butchers ther.e, who announced that
A man, who must have had considerable influence with they had cattle on the way, and that the next day fresh
the Government officials, came there with a license to beef would ,be offered for sale, as well as mutton and pork.
sell liquors, and it was just about noon when a sign apOur friends ate their dinner, and then they decided to
peared across the front of a half-built shanty.
take a walk around and watch things.
It read as follows :
As we have said, Cheyenne Charlie had no intention
\
of J1olding the land they occupied.
"Licensed Saloon.
They were simply going to remain there long enough
Ales, Wines, Liquors, Cigars· & Temperance Drinks.
to prevent the Land Sharks from swindling some of those
John Mott, Proprietor."
who were alreadYi putting up little houses.
Wild considered it safe to leave the two Chinamen at
.This shanty was located on the opposite side of the the camp, so after the noonday meal was over with they
street, and perhaps a hundred ya rds to the left of the started to take a walk around.
camp o! our friends, but they could see it from the front:
But if they thought Hop was going to stay there they
"l shouldn·' t think th e officials would allow them to were mil;;taken.
sell whisky in a place that is being opened by the GovThe clever Chinaman simply nodded · when Wild told
ernment," said Anna, shaking her heacI. "How much the two of them to look out for things while they were
better it would be if the town was established without gone.
,
such a place in it-''
That did not mean that he was going t9 remain right
"Well, the population of the town itself are the only there all the time.
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He waited until his brother had got the remains of the 1from his mouth, and putting the cigar, which had been
dinner cleared away, and then after seeing to the horses, up his sleeve since its disappeara.nce, back into his mouth.
Suddenly he straightened up, and thei·e was the cigar
he lighted a rather long cigar .and left the camp.
As might be expected, he headed for the new saloon, in his mouth.
·
·
But it was nearly out, and he had to puff hard upon
, which did not have a roof on it yet.
Hop thought it time to have a little drink, and inci- it to get it going right.
dentally a - little fun.
"Pletty near makee go outee, so be, when we gittee
He was not a bit afraid of the four Land Sharks, but uppee," he said. "Me velly muchee smartee Chinee, allee
he did not like to arouse TeTrible Riley too much, since samee."
There was no one there who doubted the truthfulness he really thought he was a pretty bad sort of a man.
But when Hop started out he was well prepared for of the assertion.
Hop had showed that he was just what he said.
anything that might happen.
If he could ]earn anything that would be of advantage
"Me likee havee lillee dlink of tanglefoot now," he obto Wild and his partners he meant to 1m1ke good use of it. served, as he pushed his way to the board that was upon
Hop reached the saloon and found a thirsty crowd barrels to form a bar. "Me allee samee velly muchee dly . "~
there.
Then it was that a dozen or more offered to treat him.
The result was that Hop got going pretty well, and if
'l'wo barrels of ale and a barrel of whisky had been
tapped, and the owner of the place and two hired men he kept it up for an hour or so he would surely be much
the worse for wear.
had all they could do to draw the drinks.
But something happened that caused him to make up
The prices were fifty cents for a glass of whisky, twenty-five cents for ale, the same for cigars, and also for his mind not to keep it up.
.
soda pop.
The man called Tomato came in, an.d getting up close
Counting· the first cost and the expense of getting it to him, whispered in his ear:
there, the saloonkeeper was making about one hundred
"Tell Young Wild West tliat Bob TP.ompson is puttin'
per cent. profit.
up a job ter steal one of ther gals from your camp. I
But he could have got more if he had asked it, for so don't beli<we in anything like that, an' I made up my
long as they had money th e men were bound to let it fly. mind ter give warnin' of it."
'l'he noise made by the hammers and saws mingled with
Hop nodded, and then invited the man to drink.
Tomato was glad to do this, as might' be supposed.
the shouts and singing of the score of men gathered
there for the purpose of drinking and making merry.
Hop soon slipped out of the place and went in search
When Hop appeared among them he was given a rous- of our friends.
He believed that the man had told him the truth, and
ing welcome,, since the most of them knew him.
Ju st to keep solid with them.t he started in to show he wanted Wild and the rest to know about it as soon as
them a trick~ ·
possible.
He was prepared for it, of comse, and when he appeared to swallow the cigar he was smoking, lighted end
and all, the cro"wcl became suddenly silent. ·
Hop 1placed his hands on his stomach and made a wry
CHAPTER XIII.
face, after h\') had given what seemed to be the last
swallow required .. to take the cigar down.
WILD LEARNS OF TUE LAND SHARKS' FOUL SCHEME.
"Velly muchee burnee," he declared, making a grimace.
Wild had not walked very far with his friends when
Then he blew a cloud of smoke from his mouth.
This appeared to relieve him; and with a nod of 'Satis- ~he cavalry captain anc1 two men, attired in a sort of unifaction, he exclaimed:
form, came up and accosted him.
"Lat aJlee light. Me smokee allee samee."
"You are Young Wild West, the famous deadshot, are
Another cloud of smoke came from his mouth, a vestige you not?" said the captain.
''At your service, captain," our hero answered, bowing
of flame with it.
It was only the old trick with tow and the saltpetred and giving the military salute.
"Well, if you feel that you want .to be of service to tlie
piece of string, but no one there dreamed that it was
anything but the lighted cigar he had swallowed that people, who have come here to form this town, and stay
here to make . honest livings, you can c1o so."
.
caused the smoke to come from his mouth. ·
"V elly nicee smokee," he saic1, and then another puff
"Tell me ,how and I will only be too glad to do ·itf'
came from his mouth.'
"Well, Mr. Dempsey here has suggested that if you '
"That heathen galoot ain't human!" one man declared, allowed your name to be used
in connection "'.ith a big
/
as he moved back a little. "Who ever seen, or heard sich sign we are gofog to put up th.is afternoon at Grizzly
a thing as that? Jest look at him! H e's smokin' that Junction it would 'h elp a lot. He thinks it would induce
cigar, an' it's away down in his stomach."
a lot to come here and settle if they knew that you were
"Me tly gittee uppee," observed R op, after he had booming the town, and that it was named for your sweetsent out more of the smoke.
heaTt." ·
Then he leaned over and mad e out that he was doing
"All right," said Wilc1. "Go ahead and put it on the
hi s best to bring the cigar up.
( sign, if you want to. I am going to boom the town, and
But he was simply taking t he tow and buming string no mistake. But the first thing I mean to do is t? thin
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out the crooks who are here. By doing this someone i~ I Those four men ought to be seized right away and
the s~rvice ma.y be pretty hard hit ; but I can't ~elp that. placed under guard," he said. "But I have Plomised to
'.A crook is a crook, whether he is in the employ of the let you go ahead, and I will keep the promise. I suppose
Government or not. I hap;penecl to bear of something you want the pleasure of catching. them red-handed."
that was going on, you knew, and I made up my mind to
"Yes, that is about the size 6f it, especially as I hapstop it. I don't like to see anyone swindled out of ~heir pen to know that they want my life. It was surely
ha~earned money."
through them that the villain named Tomato tried to kill
us all with dynamite, for he would hardly have thought
The official Demnsey got interested right away.
"I should like to have a talk with you in private, Young of such a thing himself."
"Well, go ahead. I ·hope they try their game· soon, for ,
Wild West," he said. ~~Harris, you go ahead and do the
advertising. I understand that the big sign can be fin- I feel that I cal\ liardly wait. I was going back to the
ished within a couple of hours. All that was needed to Junction to-night. But I think I had better stay here,
put on it was the name of the town; but now we will add and keep the forty-eight cavalrymen here, too, until this
to it that Young Wild West is booming it. Ride over to thing is over."
the Junction at once."
"Well, you might give it out that -you are going toThe other official bowed and promptly went off to obey night, all.d then you can go away a mile or so and go into
the instructions given him by his superior.
camp. That will make them start in to-morrow. morn.Wild soon found that Dempsey was the man in charge, ing, pro.bnbiy."
and when he walked over to a pile of lumber and sat down
'? A good idea. I will act upon it."
(
with him he was not long in convincing himself that he
"Say, Mr. Dempsey ?"
was a straightforward ,man, t rue to the service.
·
"•What is it) Mr. West?"
"Now then, if you• wish to t ell me what you have
"Don't bother about calling me Mr. West," Wild anlearned, you may do so, my boy;" he said, placing his hand ·swered, quickly. "I am only a boy, and it is not right for
on our hero's shoulder. "I have heard much about you, a man, especially a high official, like you, to 'mister' me."
and I assure you that I am ·a great admirer of you. You- "What shall· I call vou then?"
are ~ 'American, first, last and all the time ; and your
uwild."
• '
belief in_the righ~, and. your wonderful skill _an_d courage ""'Very well, Wild. · Suppose you call me Commissioner,
have made you somet.hm~· abov~ the average p10neers of ·then? That is my title."
"All right Commissioner. Now ·then I am going to
the West. Do you thmk it advisable to tell me what you
'
h ave 1earne d ?"
· .
be bold enough
to ask you a question." '
"Proceed, Wild."
"Nothing would. stop m~ from t elling you now, Mr.
Dempsey, for the big ~ouquet you have ~hrown at me has
"Have you any idea as to who the guilty party is- .
the one who has·aided the four Land Sharks to work their.
almost drowned me with the perfume."
Wild laughed, and so did the official.
scheme, I mean?"'
'
"But ta be serious," our hero went on to say, " I reckon
"Yes, I have an idea."
I'll tell you all about it, providing you.let me do· the work
"But you don't feel like telling me, I, suppose?"
of catching the crooks."
"Well, it would d~ no good, since he is not here, or
"Can you do it without assistance?"
at the Junction. H e is now easily a hundred mil es
even
"Oh, yes, Mr. Dempsey ! All the assistance I want is
from
here, on his way to look up some land fraud s in
that which my partners and the girl s and two Chinamen
'
another
part of the country.".
we have with us can give me. Just leave it to me. We
" Ah! I see."
will land them all right."
"
I don't mind telling you that the man I have under
"Very well, then, I promise you that you will be alis named Trainor. I might be mistaken ; but,
suspicion
towed to go ahead as you see fit."
th·
k
{
anyhow,
I
shall see to it that he is ordered to come here."
"Good! Now, to begin with, what do
0
you:
m
"W:ell,
by
the time he gets here I reckon the town will
this?"
be
straightened
out pretty well."
Wild showed him the piece of muslin that had been
"I
hope
so."
nnaer the ground, wound about the stake he had. pulled
" And if he is the guilty party he will simply be walk, ap· on the property clrnyenne Charlie had laid claim to.
ing
into the net that will hold him a prisoner."
Dempsey opened wide his eyes and "gave a low whistle
"
Exactly."
of astonishment.
"\Yhat does this mean?" he gasped. "There is not ."It being understood now, the two turned and walked
one bit of land that has been deeded in the whole town back to ,vhere Wild's friends were awaiting them.
' They found that the party had increased one.
site."
Then Wild started-in and told him all he knew about
Hop Wah was there.
the scheme the four land sharks had, and also that they
'rI1e Chinaman had found tliem, and had been waiting
had said that one of those in the Government employ had until Wild came back.
made it possible for them to work the scheme.
Then he quickly told our hero what Tomato had whisDempsey listened, the expression of ..fils countenance pered 'to him at the saloon.
changing now and then.
.
Tlie young 'deailshot was not much surprised at hearing
But he was quite calm when our liero had concluded that Arietta was marked to be stolen,. but he was when he
heard that the informatii:m came from the villain, who
his story.
0
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had come so near bowling them all into eternity the l part in, t hough I've promised ter help ' em do it. I hacl
night before.
'
' t cr promise, or I s'pose Thompson would be puttin' up a
He did not doubt Hop in the least, ancl that meant that job t er kill me. An' say, Hop! Riley ain't goin' t er
sticfr, either. H e's been list en.in' t er my argument a
the man had surely imparted the information.
Such being the case, Tomat o must have changed his whole lot, an' he's goin' t er turn over a new leaf, too.
mind and wa s now a friend, inst ead 0£ an enemy..
·
J est t ell Young Wil d West that, will yer. Tell him that
But he had told Wild that he might shoot him dead we're awful glad I didn't !!it ther chance ter set off that
in his tracks i£ he caught him interfering with them, stick-of dynamite last ni ght . I'm tnlkin' right from ther
and it 1lOW looked as th ough lrn had mealt that ~e would heart, Hop. Yer kin believe me. "
no~ again go against the\u.
"Me believee you, so he. You be goodee man, Misler
"Hop," said Wild, after he had thought a moment, Tomato. Better be goodee Ian bad, so be."
"you go and find out from the man just what the £our
"I know it now ; but I was a good while learnin' ter
Yil!ains mean to do to carry out their scheme. Tell him think that way."
that I say he must t ell you all he knows about it."
Hop made him t ell t'h c scheme again, so he would be
"Allee light, Mi ~l er Wild."
sure not to maJrn a mistake, and then he left him.
Hop started off to find Tomato.
The Chinaman was not lon g in finding our hero, and
He found him at th e~saloon, and with him was Terrible soon th ey all knew 0£ what was up.
Riley and H erring, one 0£ the crooks in the land business.
"Well," said Wild, "I reckon we'll fool them. We will
"Hello,. you smart 'h eathen!" called out Riley, who 'Yas wait until to-morrow morning, and then Ari_etta ·will ·go ,·
fast getting und er the influence 0£ whisky. "I reckon out an.cl let the redskin catch her."
you're all ri ght. You kin take a drink with me, an' wel"What!" exclaimed 'Arietta.
come. I don't bear you no grudge, an' I ain't got nothin'
"That's all right," was the reply. "But 'they "\von't
ag'in your boss, even i£ he did give me a good wallopin1 hold you very long. H ave no £ear 0£ that. I am going
yisterday. Come right on!"
to think up a scheme that will make them think they
Hop smiled and came up to them.
have w'on out, when it will be just the other way."
He noticed that H erring looked daggers at Riley, too,
No one said any ,more, for they all knew tha.t he was
but he did not appear t o notice anything but the 1nvita- capable 0£ doing it.
.
tion.
.
As the sun was getting down close to the distant range
He drank with them, ·but it was very little of the liquor in the West it was announced that the cavalrymen were
that went down ·hi s 'throat.
.
going back to Grizzly Junction, as everything was now h.1
The clever Chinaman felt that he hacl 'important bus'- good shape, and they would not be needed.
ness on hand, and he knew very well that he had taken
This no doubt pleased the Land Sharks greatly.
Since the arrival of the boomers over twenty littl~
all that was good for' him already.
His experience with th e kind 0£ men he was associating shanties were nearly completed. It was wonderful to see
wit h just th en made . him believe that T errible Riley how quick a town could be mad e.
meant what he had said, and the fact that the Land Shark
The store was open and doing business and the saloon · .
had the roof on it, and had taken in more than enough
had looked at him with di sapproval bore this out.
to pay £or the e~tire cost 0£ building it:
H e treated them all, and then he said to Tomato:
"You wantee play: lillee game dlaw pokee ?"
It soon leaked out that Young Wild West was there
"You bet!" was the r!)ply.
to boom the town, though, as the reader knows, he had
"So do I," spoke up Riley.
not come there £or that purpose.
"I'll take a hand, too," H erring chimed in.
But since he had been asked to do it, he was going to
"Me wan.tee .talkee with Misler Tomato allee samee do all 'he could ill that direction.
,
Nearly all the crooks who had followed the boomers
first," Hop told them.
He ~ot the man aside, and then he put it to him good had given it up, for th ey Iiad been watched so closely
by the cavalrymen and cowboys that they had £eared to
and strong.
,
"I've been thinkin' 0£ turnm' over a new lea£ ever go ahead and do any wholesale robbing.
sin ce Young Wild West let me go .last night," Tomato
What they got dicl not amount · to a great deal, and
said , shrugging his should ers. "Ther more I 'have others gladly made up a purse for those who had oeen
thought about it the more I £eel like doin' it. That's relieved 0£ what they had.
On the whole, the town 0£ Arietta was starting off
why I told yer what I did. I've got a piece 0£ land here,
an' it may be that I kin settle down on it a:q' be somethin' nicely.
better than what I 'have been in ther past."
"Lat velly gootlee, Misler Tomato," Hop sajd, smiling,
blandly. "But Young Wild West · allee samee knowee
what um gamee is. You t ellee me, so be."
CHAl>TER XIV.
"Well, I will, then. Thompson has hired an Injun ter
(
ketch ther gal, an' he's gain' t er take her back that way
PLOTTING AGAINST PLOTTERS.
to a cave. Then wlien Young Wild West an' his pards
gits on her trail, an' they git putty .nigh to ther cave,
After supper was over Wild called Hop aside and said:
they're ter be shot down from behind ther trees an'
"I want you to rig up three dummies to look somebushes. It'~ a game that I couldn't bring myself ter take .t hing like Charlie, Jim and I. I am going to make tae
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"Now, girls, you ha,d better get ready to go out and
villains, w'ho are plotting against us, believe that 'they
_ ,
meet that redskin,'' saiq Wild, after breakfast had been
kill us. Do you' understand?"
"Me undelstand\ }{Iisler Wild," answered the China- eaten. "When he comes up and begins to talk to you,·
man, who really possessed more than averag~ intelli- which he will surely do, just let him go right ahead. If
gence, as the reade:i; knows.
he points a gun at you, make. out that you are badly
"Our old coats and hats will be enough in the line of frightened, and then watch your chance to get the best
clothes, I reckon. You .fix them up, Hop. We will want of hi~. I reckon t4at's the best way to fix it. When you
to use the,m the first thing in the morning-before the do get the best bf him tie him up to SQme tree. Gag him
L\nd Sharks are up, in fact."
so he can't male an outcry, too. Then Arietta wil~ stay
"Allee light, Misler Wild; me fixee."
in hiding near him, and the two of you can come running
'rhat evening our friends were not long in spotting the to the camp and shout to us that Arietta has been carried
Indian, who was to do the kidnapping ac.t when he got off by a redskin. We will start right out as though on
the chance.
'
the trail, and then the four villains will take a few shots .
' When it had got dark Hop suggested that he go and at us-or something that looks like us. We put the dumiind Tomato and have another talk with him.
mies in position just as it was beginning to grow light,
"All right; go ahead," said Wild. "'You might 'tell you know."
,
'rhe girls nodded and laughed, for they :qever once
him that be can tell the gang he 'has learne,d that Arietta,
Anna and Eloise are going out to shoot some game in the thought there .was going to be anything dangerous about
·
morning, right after breakfast, and that nd one is going it.
with them. He can say that qe heard them talking about
Wild and Dharlie, with the assistance of Hop, had carit, you know."
ried the dummies to a clump of woods half a mile from
the camp and laid them behind trees. There were lai:iats
"Allee light, Misler Wild. 'Me undelstand."
"You can tell Tomato that if he expects to make him- attached . to each, and thrown over limbs above, and to
self solid with us he must do something to help us. May- these another was tieEl, so that a pull upon it would cause
be be might be able to take the cartridges from the gun all three to rise at the one time.
the Indian has. Then Arietta would soon make him the · Our friends meant to be right there, and . when 1the
prisoner."
dummies arose they were going to yell at the top of their
The clever Chinaman grinned.
voices for Arietta.
"Lat be allee light," he said. "Me fuee. Tomato allee
In case the Land Sharks iired they would let the dum'
·
samee alle'e light, and so Tellible Liley allee light. Ley mies drop to the ground.
be ::velly .muchee bad, but now ley be allee samee goodee." I That would make theitl fhink that it was all over.
It was sure~y a case of plotting against plotters.
Hop meant just what he said, too.
He was right in luck, too, for in less than ten minutes
CHAPTER XV.
he met Tomato and Riley.
\THE VILLAINS · ARE READY.
"How about that poke; game, Hop?" Riley asked. ·
"Me no play to-night; me play allee siµnee plenty toT'hough botli Riley and Tomato were playing deceitful
p'arts, they did not feel that they were doing wrong.
mollow, so be."
"All right. I know why yer said it . . Tomato has told
Riley told that he had heard that the girls were going
me all about it. · Say ! · Ain't there somethin' I kin do ter hunting the next morning, and it was decided that Cow,
help out in this case? I want ter prove ter Young Wild the redskin, should wait until then to catch the goldenhaired girl and make her a prisoner in the cave.
West that I'm going' ter be straight hereafter."
"Me tellee whattee you do. You go . 'longi by our
Tomato got on very1friendly terms'. with Cow,. and he
campee, and you stay lere lillee while. Len you go to um was i+ot long in getting hold of the weapons he bad.
They consisted of a knife with a buckhorn handle .and
Land Sharkees and allee samee say you hear lat um thlee
Melican girls allee samee go outee to-mallow morning, an old cavalry · six-shooter that had to be loaded with
light aftee bleakfast, to s'hootee um 'deer and plenty birds. powder and ball.
You say you bear mucbee talkee 'boutee, and lat ley
Tomato got bold of · the six-shooter and with slivers
1
go allee samee alone. Len ley sendee um bad ledskin from a match he plugged every tube and put the caps
to catchee um girl, and he allee samee ca:tcliee, savey?"
back on them.
"I don't quite understand."
Late that night the sev~n who were supposed to be all
But Hop soon made him understand, though be did against Young Wild West, met.
"Well," said Bob Thompson, looking ~them oyer, "bow
not deem it advisable to let him 1know the rest of the
scheme.
are things getting on; boys?
"Everything is all right, but one thing, I reckon,"
Hop went around with them a little while, and then
answered Herring. "I don't quite like tber idea of Riley
returned to the camp.
Then he went at work on the three dummies that were and Tomato bein' so thick with Yciung Wild West's Clever
' to represent Young Wild West .and his partners.
Ohinee, as they calls bim."
It took 'him until nearly midnight to complete tl1em,
"We jest do that 'ter learn what we kin,'' spoke up
but w;hen he lia~ :finislied the job it was voted that no one Riley. "Ain't wl:i done our share of tber work?"
but him could have done it so well. ·
"Of course we have," spoke up Tomato. "Jest because
The night passeu in a rather noisy fashion, for the we've said we ain't goin' ter lift a band ag'in Young Wild
sounds of hammerl never once ceased. ·
, West don't say that we ain't goin' ter help fix things so
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someone else kin do it. It's jest a matter of principle,
When the girls had been gone about fifteen minutes a
·
rifle shot sounded in the direction they set out.
that's all."
"There goes something in the line of game," said Jim
Thompson laughed heartily.
·
''I know what you mean, Riley. You're mpre afraid Dart, giving a nod. 1
of Young Wild West than anything else. That's why
"Yes, that's right," Charlie spoke up. "It's game all
you've given up the idea of getting revenge for the way right, even if it was nothin' more than that dirty redskin.
he walloped you yesterday."
Maybe Arietta has shot him. I hope she has."
But let us see just where Arietta, Anna and Eloise
"Well, maybe that's it. I won't say as it ain't."
"We're all riglit, anyhow, so let it go at that," Tomato were, and what they were doing.
declared. "We'll stick to yer, an' no one will ever know
It was a covey of partridges that had caused tl'te shot
to be fired, and, as might be supposed, Arietta wa s the
anything about it."
"Maybe Injun get ill' trouble," suggested the redskin. one who fired it.
"No, you won't,~' Thompson assured him. "As soon
It was reall'y a remarJrnble shot, too, for she managed
as jOU get the girl to the cave you can leave her there, , to get aim at two birds in a line and brought down both ·
and then come back here. You want to make yourself of them, with a rifle, too !
Took like some other Indian; not (keep as you are now.
But Anna and Eloise did not get a shot, as the brushYou mustn't let the girls recognize you. Make out ·that wood was just high enough for the partridges to escape.
They found the two that had dropped, and then ' they
you are the big chief of a band of Indians who are on the
1
decided to be more careful, for they knew very well that
warpath. You can do that, can't you?"
"Oh, yes; me do that."
the shot would fetch the Indian pretty quickly. · ,
They were right in this expectation, for in less than '
"'All right, then . . Now, boys, we will be watching, and
when we see Young Wild West and his two partners start three minutes ·they heard footsteps, and then a painted
out to find the lost girl we will simply start after them. redskin appeared.
He came toward the1n, making motions to signify that
I think that will be.the best way. We will follow them up
until we get the good chance we are looking for, and then 1 he did not mean to harm them, but he was so ridiculous
in appearance-he having overdone the disguising partwe'll leg it back here for all we worth."
"Not before you shoot 'em, I reckon,'' said Patty.
that Arietta laughed outright.
"No, of course not. You know well enough what I
"Paleface maiden heap much . laugh,'' grunted the
meant."
Indian, who bore the high-sounding name of Old Man
"All right, Bob. Then we'll come back an'--"
Afraid of a Caw. "She give Injun her gun."
"What do you want the gun for?" the brave girl asked,
"Open up our game right away. There a1·e just eleven
good-sized houses built on our property now. We'll ' have a smile lingering on her face.
"Injun want gun to go on warpath,'' was the reply.
everything our own way, for the Government men have
"Well, I guess you had better not go on the warpath.
gone, and there will be no one to interfere."
Tlrn villains had camped on one of the plots, t'hc outfit You'll only get shot if you do. There are too many palehaving been brought over by Tomato, and after they had faces around for that."
made it very plain to the redskin what was ~o be done in
"Injun chief got plenty braves in the woods; they
the morning, he was 'dismissedz and then the others thick a ~ the leaves on the trees,'' lied the red villain.
turned in.
.
"Is that ~o? You had better call them, then. Maybe
When morning came Bob Thompson was the first one you want to take the paleface girls and make them your
up.
squaws."
·
He took a walk past the camp of Young Wild West
Cow showed signs of uneasiness.
He did not like tfie way the girl talked.
and found them eating their breakfast.
"I wonder if the redskin is ready?" he muttered. "If
Arietta held lier rifle with the muzzle pointing toward
he isn't, he should be. If the girls are going out hunting the ground, but when he took a step toward her she
as soon as th~y are through their breakfast it will be raised it so it was leveled at his breast.
"Ugh!" he said, when he noticed this.
only a few minutes before 'they make the start."
He went on a little further, and then he had the satis"What is the matter, noble chief? Are you afraid you
faction of seeing an Indian walking through the little will get shot?"
patch of woods.
· The girl spoke in such a careless way that Cow began
'l'hough disguised with war-paint and trimmings, to wish he was anywhere but just there.
She lowered the rifle again, and then the redskin suclThompson knew it was Cow.
"Now I'll go back, so 'Ye can be ready for the biggest denly drew his revolver and pointed it at her.
piece of work I ever took part in,'' thought the villain.
Then . Anna, who 'had been waiting to do something,
"But it is money and success, or defeat and death. Young suddenly used her rifle for a club and struck the weapon
from his hand'.
.
Wild West and -his pards must die, or we will!"
Arietta quickly covered his heart, and then she said :
CHAPTER XVI.
"Put your hands behind you."
CONCLUSION.
There was no mistaking her meaning,, so he quickly
The girls set out with their rifles, while Wild and his obeyed.
partners remained at the camp, apparently taking things
"Tie 11im, Eloise. Make a good job of it, too.n
easy.
Then Arietta coolly stepped to him, and when she had
I
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strengthened the bonds that held him helpless she coolly
Arietta saw Wild and. his partners riding swiftly to
led him to a tree 'and tied him to it.
the scene, and she ran from the camp and called out:
"Go on back to the camp and do your part, girls," she
"Stop that, you scoundrel! You have overstepped the
said to Anna and Eloise. "This is what I call a regular line!"
farce, and it·really makes me feel ashamed to do it. It
Thompson, who had a hammer in his hand, turned at
· is too easy for anything."
the sound of the girl's voice.
.
The two girl s smiled, and then hastened for th e camp.
H e did not recognize her at first, and shouted for her
When th ey got there tiiey mad e out that they were to get out of the way.
very much excited.
·
But-Arietta did not ·scare for a cent.
Wild, J im and Charlie· instantly grabbed their rifles
"You have overstepped the line, I say," she repeated.
and hurried for the spot w here the dummies had been
"Up with your hands, you scoundrels !" cried our hero,
fixed.
as h e halted so close to Thompson that the sorrel _nea'rly
They had sca,rcely gone when the four Land Sharks knocked the villain over.
started after th em.
Riley and Tomato quickly ran o"\'er to where Arietta
A few minutes later they heard the three shouting flt was standing.
the top of their voices, and then they made for the spot.
Then the four Land Sharks began to understand.
The dummi es were in position, and being close enough
Up went their hands.
to make a sure thing of it, they opened fire.
By this time a big crowd had gathered about the spot.
Down went the dummies, Charlie uttering something
"Disarm those four scoundrels and tie them," said
that sounded very much like a death-yell at the same J Wild.
time.
In a very fe w minutes the Land Sha~·ks were bound
Elated, and afraid at the same time, the four turned and standing in line . .
and fled.
Then Young Wild West got upon a barrel and adThey reached th'e town in qui ck.I order, and Thompson dressed th e crowd, givin g them the full particulars of
decided to start in at once and show his authority.
the plotting of th e Land Sharks, from start to :finish.
He led the way to the largest of the house;; that had
"When I started for this place it was not for the pur• been erected on one of the plots that h e held a forged pose of booming the town; but since the Land Sharks
deed for.
liave been cleaned up, and the town has been named for
/
Besides his partners in the game, Riley and Tomato my sweetheart, I reckon I'il do some booming. The first
went with him.
•·
thing you folks should do now is to elect a justice, so the
· The owner . was right there, and wh~n Thompson told four galoots can be tried. The redskin in the game is
him that he had built on property th at did not belong to tied to a tree half a mile back in the woods. Get your
him there was a very heated ,argument for a couple of judge, and then give them a show. But it is all one-sided,
for they have been caught red-handed."
,
minutes.
'
The man· wilted when he saw the forged deed, for it
The reader can guess what happened to the Land
looked to be better than anything he held, and the num- Sharks.
ber and location corresponded exactly.
The cavalrymen came up about an hour later, and when
But to convince him still furth er, Jake P atty went they did the four men were hanging to a stout limb, side
and pulled up the stake that wa s in a corner of. the plot. by side.
'fhen it was that the boomer becam e sick at heart and
Cow, the Indian, would have got the same dose, but
turned away, declaring tha.t the opening of the Comanche the cavalry arrived in time to save him.
Strip was a rank fraucl. ·
Our friends remained at Arietta nearly a week, and in
But bent on winning out from the others they expected that time . Young Wild West did nothing but boom the
to deal with, the villains started in to ·t ear down the town.
building.
'
Meanwhile, Hop Wah 'had seen what was going on, and
THE END.
he . got the horses of our hero and his partners~ and
mounting one of them, led the others, to find their own:Read "YOUNG WILD WEST SAVING A RANCH;
ers.
or, THE FIRE FIEN..DS OF THE BAR-X RANGE,"
He met Arietta, who had left the Indian in charge of which will be the _next number (347) of "Wild West
our 'hero, and was hurrying to the camp, so she might Weekly."
be the :first to appear before tlie astonished villains.
It happened that the house that \Vas being torn down
by them was but a i:>hort distance from the camp, and
when the girl saw what was going on she decided· to give -SPECIAL NOTICE :-All back numbers of this weekthem a surprise.
·
•
ly except the following are in print: 1 · to 22, 24,
She waited until she heard the clatter of hoofs n ear at 25 .to 28, 3tl, 31, 33, 34, 36 to 40, 42, 44, 45, 50, 51. If
liand, and then the brave girl told Anna and Eloise to you cannot obtain the ones you want :from any newsdealer,
hurry her lover and his partners to the scene the mpment send the price in money or postage stamps by mail to
they came up.
,
FRANK TOUSEY,
PUBLISHER,
24 , UNION
, "They arc coming!" said the scout's wife, pointing to SQUARE, New York City, and you will receive the copies
the ?ight.
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made perfectly tight, so as to prevent the escape of any gas
with which he filled it. To this be attached a st rong silken
cord twelve hundred meters. long, or, say, four thousand feet.
Attached to the balloon, in place of a basket, was a pot of
earth, in which were planted Parma violets just springing from
the root. I The result has been wonderful. In the thin air
which the delicate violets breathed at that height- for flowers
do breath in their own delicate way-they t hrove marvelously,
the blossoms enlarging to five times the size attained at t he
level of the earth's surface. This beautiful experiment, after
about two months of judicious trial, rewarded the ingenious
and scientific horticulturist by presenting him with violets
as large as Bengal roses, something probably never before seen
on earth. The idea naturally suggests itself of sending up
some of our human baby violets. M'ight not our children be
thus transformed into giants?

Union Sq., New York.

'

SOME GOOD ARTICLES.

GRINS AND CHUCKLES.

===============--::========-==

A boy named Charles Raymond, living near Raleigh, North
Carolina, broke a pitcher, and his father gave him a good
" They seem to live happily together." "Yes; he lets his wife
whipping for it. Charles ,w ent to bed and dreamed that a mule
select his neckties and bis stenographers."
lost by his father could be found in a cer tain place. In the
morning he told his father about it, and after a walk of eleven
P eggy-Was that policeman ever a little baby, mother?
miles the mule was found. If the boys of America received
Mother-Why, yes, dear.
Peggy (thougbtfully )- 1 don't
more lickings they would dream more, and thus we should
\
11.nd more lost things. Every father should go to work at once. b'lieve I've ever seen a baby policeman. "
==
·

There is a sign in zoological gardens of Paris to the effect
that no one looking at the animals must open an umbrella.
In fact, the attendants will not let a person carry an umbrella into any of the animal houses if they happen to see it.
Twenty years ago a boy happened to raise an umbrella in
the tiger-house, and t he tigers went almost mad over it, ancl
two of them broke the bars of t heir cages and go t out. The
same thing also affects lions and elephants. Why it does can't
be explained, but if you do it, look out fo r a row. - Perhaps the
beasts think that a t hunder shower is coming.

" I pay as I go," declared the pompous citizen. "Not while
I'm running these apartments," declared the janitor. " You'll
pay as you move-m."
"I am sorry to hear, Capt. Salter, that your wife left you
so unceremoniously. " " My mistake, sir. I took her for a
mate, and she proved to be a skipper. "
Patient_.:..DoCtor, what do you call this fever of mine? Doctor (looking at clinical thermometer )-Well, I'd call it a bargain-103 r educed to 98.

. ,I

The British Consul at Chicago has made a report to his government concerning the whaling indust ry car ried on by Newfoundland fishermen. They have been attempting to mak.e
whale leather a commercial product, and are said to be meeting with some success. The average whale-hide covers a surface of about fifteen hundred square feet. A square foot of the
b ide weighs from two to five ounces, and is priced as high as
fifty cents. The leather is very tough, and is said to have great
wearing qualities, anq may therefor e be adapted to the covering of furniture, buggy-tops and seats, and also automobile
uses. It is also claimed that it can be used for boots and
shoes. Leather made from the intestines of the whale resembles kid, and is very thin and tough. It will take color readily, ·a.nd is to be offered to glove-manufacturers for making
t he long-sleeved gloves now worn by women.

Hook-They say that famous marine artist was once a plain
farmer's boy. I wonder where he developed his talent. Cook
-Probably drawing water down on the farm.
Mother-Frances, don't tease. You' know mother does not
like her little girl to eat between meals. Frances (aged three)
-Mother, this isn't between meals. It's before meals.
" Your son," said the professor, " bas been laboring under
a misapprehension. " "What? " exclaimed the bumble but
honest parent, with ~oy in his voice. " Ye don't meant it ! "
"Mean what? " " That J osiah has been workin'."

"Have you ever seen an effort to prohibit betting? " "Yes,"
answered the turfman. " The legislature out in my state tried
A French horticulturist , in stud ying the physiology of the it. " "And what was the result? " " The bookmakers ·went to vegetable. kingdom, conceived that the smallness of certain betting on whether or not the law could be enforced."
plants-the violet, for example-was owing to an at mospheric
The old housekeeper met the · master at the door on h is
pressure too great for its delicate organs. Having carefull y
resolved this idea into form, he det ermined to test the cor- arrival home. " If you please, sir, " she said, "the cat has had
rectness of it by some satisfactory experiment. After not a chickens. " " Nonsense, Mary," laughed he; " you mean kitlittle calculation, he at last hit upon t he possible and prob- tens. Cats don't have chickens." "Was them chickens or
ably only means by which he might illustrate his' new theory. ldttens as you brought home last night? " asked the old woman.
He prepared a small balloon of as light material as was con- "Why, they were chickens, of course." " Just so, sir," replied
sistent with the necessary quality of durability, and t his he Mary, with a twinkle. "Well, the cat's had 'em! "
I
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pugald Duncan's madness and death could be attributed to
such a cause or not.
The man was certainly mad beyond a doubt, and insanity
bad never been known in his famil y, nor had he shown any
By KIT CLYDE.
signs of it before the fatal night on which his madness showed
\
itself.
The following story, while it does not follow the line of my
uncle's usual experiences, varied as they were, n evertheless 1 The bite did not cause the ordinary hydrophobia as known
.Illustrates a phase of insanity as rare as it is extraordinary. I to p,hysicians, for he did not die in agony, but instead it made
The events related did not happen to him, nor did they come him insane, and 'that is the only explanation that can be put
under bis notice, except in the manner related below; but as upon it.
The man was part owner of an extensiv~ menagerie which,
I find the narrative among his papers, I conclude that he attached importance to it, as bearing upon the strange, and, during tl).e winter, was stabled in 1 an old stone barn tmilt
s.o metimes, comprehensive malady of insanity, or he would for that very purpose.
There were lions, tigers, hyenas, elephants and other anlnot have preserved it.
some of them very rare and curious, . the whole collecmals,
the
in
altogether
not
was
it
lt happened that my finding
tion being worth several hundred thousand dollars.
common run.
There was one -particularly large specimen of the royal
I was fumbling around his ancient desk• bequeathed to me
with all its contents, when somehow or " another I chanced Bengal tiger, an enormous brute, of great strength and beauty,
the finest ever exhibited.
upon a secret compartment, hitherto unknown to me.
The proprietors were justly proud of this creature, but he
In here I found a number of papers, t'his among the rest,
almost unmanageable and had caused no end of trouble.
was
all 1!hc;wing signs of age, and subscri.bed as follows:
One night he was reported to have escaped.
" Not in my own experience, but interesting."
He had broken through his cage, and was thought to qe
With the other papers found in this hidden receptacle I may
somewhere in the cellar of the barn.
wandering
have to deal at some future day; for the present I will content
It would not do to have him prowling around in that fash myself with this one.
ion, and as soon as Duga ld h ea rd the r eport he made up his
It had a separate endorsement, which showed me how it
mind to capture the beast.
chanced to eome into my uncle's possession.
He led the party himself, an'd was the first to enter the eelHe was sitting in his office one night, busily reflecting.
.Jar, one of the stable boys, in a biouse and rough cap, carrying
His reflections consisted' mostly in seeing how he could keep an old-fashioned lamp in his hand, holding it above his head
\.
cool.
i11 order that it might give more light.
Suddenly, wi thout a sound of warning, the huge beast
The night was intensely hot and sultry, a distressing, feverinspiring night, . not a breath of air stirring, and tlie least sprang toward the boy from some place of concealment in the
.
ll
exertion' seeming to take all the life out of one.
1
. l
.
.
.
.
ar.
ce
.eu'tered.
someone
Sudden!
The llght showed up every line and muscle m his body, and
Y
and lollfangs
white
its
with
mouth
blood-red
s
hi
of
sight
It was the old fri end of whom I have spoken more than once, the
.
"
.mg t ongue, was some th mg
he who usually came to the old gentleman for a story.
appa11 mg.
"How do you do? " said my uncle. /' You surely don't exThe boy uttered a cry of horror and retreated.
pect me to tell 1ou a story to-night? I can scarcely breathe. ,.
The savage brute was upon him, however, and he was thrown
" No. I have come to te:I you one."
to t h€j ground, the animal makip·g his formidable t eeth meet
"Tell me a story ?"
in his quivering flesh.
" Certainly."
The lamp fell from the boy's hand and the place was in
"Nonsense; you never did such a thing in all your life."
utter darkness, the remainder of the party not having arrived
"Then it's time I made a beginning."
as yet.
Dugald bOunded forw ard and seized the monster by the
"Very well; but wake m e Ji> if I fall asleep."
·1
throat.
"There will be no danger of that."
rope,"· h e shouted, nearly strangling
a
and
light
there!
Ho,
"
'"Why not? "
" The story contains insanity, and a strange kind, too. I saw the beast with his strong arms.
'
He had worn a heavy cloak, and this he threw ·off as he
the subject myself, and I'll vouch for the truth of everything I
, tell you. He's dead now, to be sure, passed away "just before I rushed forward· and cast it over the tiger's head, tightening his
hold every second.
left for home. "
The struggle was short but severe, th e animal making franHe had been in a distant part of the country and had only
just returned, but before seeing anyone he had come to my tic efforts to escape, and only getting more and more entangled in the voluminous folds of the cloak.
,
un cle in order to lay this story before him.
It was scarcely a minute before the rest of the party arrived
Without further ado he began, and I will add that my uncle
remained awake during the whole of the tale, which he called: with the lights and a large quantity of stout rope.
The animal was quickly secured, under their united efforts,
and put into a cage which there was no probability of his
A STR:A.N GE MADNESS.
breaking.
The poor boy was found to be terribly lacerated, his shoulder
There have been cases where people, bitten by rabid animals,
have not shown symptons of hydrophobia for years after the being laid bare to the bone, and his throat horribly bitten and
event, and then, of a sudden, when the cause has· been well torn.
He suffered intensely, for, besides being badly hurt, he had
nigh forgotten, they have died in great agony and for no other
so t errified, . that for hours afterward he would scream in
been
reason.
Dogs are not the only animals whose bite will cause this the most agonizing manner, and beg to have the monster taken
dire disease, alwaY,s fatal, for the bites of cats, foxes and other away from him.
It was impossible to calm him, and this greatly lessened his
animals have been known to produce it.
It was never kno~n, in the case which follows, whether chanc·e s of getting better, a .high fever, with delirium attending
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it, setting in before. morning, when his sleep should have been
The man was insane from the bite of a tiger!
· soundest.
That was all that could be said about it.
He di'ed in great agony within twenty-four houi·s, and many
For weeks none but the bravest keepers dared approach
expressed the opinion that the brute was mad and that the I him, and never alone, for it would have been their death to
poor lad had been a victim to hydrophobia.
have attempted such a thing.
.
It was learned, about that time, that Dugald had also been
He was called Tiger-Heart and nothing else, and scarcely
bitten by the tiger.
Ever spoke a word, glaring upon the passers by with those terHis wound was in the right arm and had been given during rible eyes.
the desperate struggle with the beast, before the latter had
He threw off his clothes, and girded his Joins with a mass of
been conquered.
rags torn from his coat, wore no shoes, and looked more like
He had not known it at the time, so great was his excite- a madman than ever.
His iong hair and beard increased in length, and being enment, and he did not discover it until he was going to bed.
He dressed the wound in a rude sort of fashion, and in the tirely untrimmed and uncombed, made him look like some
morning it was .,.a ttended to by the surgeon.
fabled wild man' of the woods.
There seemed to be no danger that he would die from the
One day, summoning all his powers, he actually wrenched
bite, but a strangeness was noticed about him late that allter- one of the solid iron oars guarding his window, from its fastenings.
noon which momentarily increased.
'£he man was mad!
With this he contrived to pry out a second one, and the
The tiger's bite had made him insane, turned him into a opening being large enough, he forced his body through, and
regular demon. ·
dropped down into the corridor.
His eyes lost their human look and gla red at one like the
Armed with the heavy iron bar, which he carried on hi&
eyes of the huge tiger himself.
shoulder, he strode along toward the outer doors, shouting' in
He muttered incohorently to himself, and ty;itched his fin- a loud voice:
gers in a nervous manner, as if anxious .to clutch someone by
" I .am Tiger-Heart, the demo ~ "
the throat.
One of the keepers chanced to catch sight of him, and ran
He would pace up and down the room in the restless man- to give the alarm.
ner observed in wild beasts, and when spoken to would an- · Dugald saw the man, and leaped upon him in a second,
swer, not in words, but with a savage growl.
bringing the bar down with all his force upon the fellow's
The man was mad ' beyond question, but whether -his mad- skull.
"ness was produced .by the bite of the tiger could not be deterLeaving the man lying dead on the stone floor, Tiger-Heart
mined. The animal itself showed no signs of the malady, al- strode onward.
.
though as fierce as ever, and Dugald's state could not be acThe alarm had been given, although the poor keeper was
counted for.
dead; and behind a hastily-erected barricade at the further
The crisis was reached that night.
end of the ·wall were three o~ four of the· keepers armed with
At a late hour he made his way into the room of one of his revolvers and rifles.
It was deemed best to capture the man alive if possible, but
friends, creeping on all fours, and attacked the man in his bed.
He bit and tore at his throat, all the time uttering the most his conduct r endered this. impossible. ,.
unearthly yells, and digging his long fingers into his ' victim's
With a roar like that of a wild best, he leaped clear over
eyes.
the barricade, and struck right and left with the bar of iron.
By the time the maniac was removed the man was dead.
There was but one thing to be done.
"I am Tiger-Heart, " muttered Dugald, as he stood in the
·The madman must be killed!
. center of the room, bound .and manacled, " Tiger-Heart, the
f'he head keeper raised b is arm and fired, the ball striking
fiend! "
the maniac in the forehead , and bringin~· him to the floor.
His eyes were those of a fiend , certainly, and emitted a light
Even as he fell in death he clutc·h ed one of the keepers by
that bad surel y never before shone from human eyes.
the throait, and closed his· fing ers in a grasp that was not
H e ra ved and stormed a nd called himself Tiger-Heart for easily loosened even after the maniac was dead.
more than an hour, but all this time bis symptoms were only
In this manner, shot down like the wild beast from which he
those of insanity, and n ever of hydrophobia.
inherited his madness, perished one of .the most terrible
He was pronounced insane, and removed to the )fearest maniacs that had ever been seen or heard of, and his case still
asylum, where his strange madness increased every hour, mak- excites wonder and defies either explanation or classification.
ing it necessary to put him in a straight-jacket.
At any rate, the man was dead, and everyone breathed freely
Before this ha d· been accojllplisbed be killed one of the keep- after he was gone, bis presence 'in the asylum having been a
ers.
cause of perpetual anxiety. 1
"I am Tiger-Heart!" he yelled, and springing upon the man
nearest him, he seized, the fellow's head between bis powerful
hands.
There was no time t o spare, if they valued their lives, and
Mr. Seabury and his wife were on the pointl of moving to
the Jleeper s su;nmoned all their strength for the task.
another fiat. Both of them were anxious that the transfer
At last h e was powerless to harm either them or himself.
should be made at the least. possible expense, and the nearlf glances could kill, every man in the establishment would · ness of the new home promised materially to further this aim.
have been dead a thousand times, for never in all the world "I can ca;;y loads of little things over' in my M-own bag," anwas there a look of such devilish rage.
nounced Mrs. Seabury. "And you can take books and so on in
The fam ed basilisk, even, could hardly have given such your big satchel." In discussing further the matter of transdeadly glances, and the men .kept away from the madman as portation Mrs. Seabury remarked that, notwithstanding t~e
much as possible.
·
heat, she could wear .her winter coat over, leave it, and reThere never had been known such a desperate case of in- j rurn for her spring coat. The idea charmed her impractical
sanity within the ·e xperience of a dozen physicians, and the [husband. "Why, I can do the same thing!" he said. "I'll
hydrophobia theory was abandoned.
wea·r over one suit and then come back for another!"
•
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A COMPLETE SET IS A REGULAR ENCYCLOPEDIAI
E a<!h book Mnsists of sixty-four pages, printed on good paper, in clear type and neatly bound in an attractive, illustrated cover.
M~ of the books are. also profusely illustrated, and all of the subjects treated upon are explained in such a simple manner that any
child. can thoroughly understand them. Look over the list as classified and see if you want to know anything about the subjects
mentioned.
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No. 72. BOW TO DO SIXTY T RICKS W I TH €ARDS.-EmMES MERISM.
No. 81. HOW TO MESMERIZE.-Containing the most ap- bracing all of the latest and most deceptive card t ricks, with illustrations.
By A. Anderson.
proved methods of mesmerism ; also how to cure all kinds of
No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.diseases by animal magnetism, or, magnetic hea ling. By Prof. Leo
Containi?~ deceptive Card Tricks as performed by leading conjurors
Hugo Koch, A. C. S., author of "How to Hypnotize," etc.
and mag1c1ans. Arranged for home amusement. Fully illustrated.
~
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PALM ISTRY.

No. 82. HOW T O DO PALMISTRY.-Containing the most apMAGIC.
proved methods of reading the lines on the hand, together with
No. ?· B OW TO D O TRICKS.-The great book of magic and
a full explanation of their meaning. Also explaining phrenology, card tricks, containing full instruction on all the leading card tricks
and the key for telling character by the bumps on the head. By of the d~y, a lso ~~e most popular magical illusions as performed by
Leo Hugo Koch, A. C. S. Fully illustrated.
om: lea?mg magicians ; every boy should obtain a. copy of this boak,
as 1t will both amuse and instruct.
HYPN OTISM .
No: 22. HO~ TO DO SECOND SIGHT.-Heller's second sight
No. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-Containing valuable and in- explamed
bl'. his former
Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how
structive information regarding the science of hypnotism. Also the secret dia logues werea ssistant,
carried on between the magician and the
explaining the most approved methods which are employed by the boy on the stag:: ; also giving
all the codes and signals. The only
leading hypnotists of the world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
authentic explanation of second sight.
No.
43.
HOW
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SPORTIN G.
No. 21. HOW TO H UNT A'.ND FISH.-The most complete gran~est assort~ent ?f magical illusions ever placed before the
pub]Jc.
Also
tricks
with
cards. incantations, etc.
hunting and fishing guide ever published. lt contains full inNo. 68. HOyV 'l' O DO CHEllIICAL TRICKS.-Containing over
structions about guns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishing,
one hundred highly amusing and instructive tricks with chemicals.
together with descriptions of game 11.Ild fish.
~
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.-Fully By A. Anderson. Handsomely illus trated.
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT OF HAND.-Containing over
illustrated. Every boy should know bow to row and sail a boat.
Full instructions are given in this little book, together with in- ~fty of the latest and best tricks used by magicians. Also coritainmg the secret of second sight. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
s tructions on swimming and riding, companion sports to boating.
No. 47. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND DRIVE A HORSE.- . No.. 70. HOW '.£0 MJ\KE MAGIC '.!-'OYS.-Containing full
d1rect1ons
for makmg Magic Toys and devices of many kinds. By
A complete treatise on the horse. Describing the most useful horses
·
for business, the best horses for the road; also valuable recipes for A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
No. 73. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH NUMBERS.-Showing
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No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL CANOES.-A handy many curious tric~s with figures and the magic of numbers. By A.
book for boys, containing full <lirections for constructing canoes Anderson. Fully illustrated. ·
.No. 7.5. HO\Y TO ~ECOME A CONJUROR. - Containing
and the most popular manner of sailing them. Fully illustrated.
tricks with Dommos, Dice, Cups and Balls, Hats, etc. Embracing
B y C. Stansfield Hicks.
thirty-six illustrations. B y A. Anderson.
F'ORT UN E T ELLI NG.
No. 78. ~QW TO DO THE _BLACK ART.-Containing a complete descr1pt1on of the mysteries of Magic and Sleight of Hand
No. 1. NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM AND DREAM BOOK.together
with many wonderful experiments. By A. Anderson:
Containing the great oracle of human destiny ; also the true meaning of almost any kind of dreams, together with charms, ceremonies, Illustrated.
a nd curious games of cards. A complete book.
M ECHANICAL.
Ne>. 23. HOW 'l'O EXPLAIN DREAMS.-Everybody dreams,
No. 29. H OW TO BECOME AN I NVENTOR. -Every boy
from the little child to the aged man and wqman. This little book
gives the explanation to all kinds of dreams, together with lucky shoul~ ~now how inv~ntions ~ri.ginated. This book explains them
all, g1vu:-!g example~ ID electr1c1ty, hydraulics, magnetism, optics,
a nd unlucky days, and "Napoleon's Oraculum," the book of fate.
No. 28. HOW TO TiiilLL FORTUNES.-Everyone is desirous of pneumatics, mechanics, etc. The most instructive book published.
knowing what his future life will bring forth, whether happiness or . Ne>. 5~. H OW TO BECOM~ AN ENGINEER.-<-Containing full
misery, wealth or poverty. You can tell by a glance at this little 1Dstructions how to proceed ID order to become a locomotive enbook. Buy one and be convinced. Tell your own fortune. Tell gineer; also directions for building a model locomotive · together
with a full description of everything a n engineer shouldi know.
the fortune of your friends.
No. 57. HOW TO MAKE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.-Full
No. 76. HOW TO TELL F ORTUNES BY THE HAND.directions
how to mak~ a B.anjo, Violin, Zither, }Eolian Harp, Xyl<>Containing rules for telling fortunes by the aid of lines of the hand,
phone
and other musical mstruments; together with -a brief deor the secret of palmistry. Also the secret of telling future events
of nearly every musical instrument used in ancient or
by aid of moles, marks, scars, etc. Illustrated. By A. Anderson. scription
modern times. Profusely illustrated. By Algernon S. Fitzgerald,
for twenty years bandmaster of the Royal Bengal Marines.
ATHLETIC.
No. 59. BOW TO MAKE A MAGIC LANTERN.-Cont'aining
No. 6. HOW TO B ECOME AN ATHLETE.-Giving full instruction for the use of dumb bells, Indian clubs, parallel bars, a description of the lantern, together with its history and-invention.
horizontal bars and various other methods of developing a good, Also full directions for its use and for painting slides. Handsomely
healthy muscle; containing over sixty illustrations. Every boy can illustrated. By J obn Allen.
No. 71. HOW TO DO MECHANICAL TRICKS.- Containing
become strong and healthy by following the instructions contained
complete instructions for performing over sixty ..Mechanical Tricks.
in this little book.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art of self-defense made easy. By A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
Containing over thirty illustrations of guards, blows, and the ditferLETTER W RITI NG .
ent positions of a good boxer. Every boy should obtain one of
No. 11. H OW T O WRITE LOVE·LETTERS.- A most C'Om"
these useful and instructive books, as it will teach you how to box
plete
little
book,
containing
full directions for writing love-letters,
without an instructor.
No. 25. HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST .- Containing full and when to use them, giving specimen letters for young and old.
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO LADIES.- Giving
instructions for all kinds of gymnastic sports and athletic exercises.
Embracing thirty-five illustrations. · By Professor W. Macdonald. complete instru ctie>ns for wri ting letters to ladiea on all subjects ;
also letters of introduction. notes and requests.
A handy and useful book.
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS T O GENTLEMEN.No. 34. HOW TO FENCE.-Containing full instrnction for
Containing
full directions for wri ting to gentlemen on all subjects;
fen cing and the use of the broadsword; also instruction in archery.
Described with twenty-one practical illustrations, giving the best also giving sample letters for instruction.
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LE'l'TERS.-A wonderful little
positions in fencing. A complete book.
book, telling you how to write to your sweetheart, your father,
.
TRICKS WITH C AR DS .
mother, sister, brother, employer; and, in fact, everybody and anyNo. 5i. HOW TO DO . TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Containing body you wish to write to. E ve ry young man and every young
explanations of the genera l principles of sleight-of-hand applicable lady in the land should have this book.
to card tricks; of card tricks with ordinary cards, and not requiring
No. 74. HOW TO WRITE LE'l"I'ERS CORRECT LY.--Oo!l·
sleight-of-hand; of t ricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of taining full instructions for writing letters on almost any subject;
tpecially p repared cards. , By Professor H affner. Illustrated.
also rules ff't' punctuation. and composition, with specimen Jettel'I.

•
TH E STAG E.

No. 41. THEl BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S JOKE
B OOK.-Containing a great variety of the latest jokes used by the
most famous end meu. No amateur minstrels is complete without
t his wonderful little book.
No . . 4?. THE ~OYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER.Conta1!1mg a vaned asso,rtn:ient of titump speeches, Negro, Dutch
and Irish. Also end mens Jokes. Just the thing for home amusement and amateur shows.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
AND JOKJJJ BQOK.:--Somethin~ new a,nd very instructive. Every
boy. s~ould abtam this ~ook, as it con tams full instructions for orgamzmg an amateur mmstrel troupe.
No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-This is one of the most original
joke ~ooks ever publishe~, and it is brimful of wit and humor. It
contams a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums etc. of
Terrence Muldoon, the great wit! humorist, and practical' joke~ qf
the day. Every boy who can enJOY a good substantial joke should
obtain a copy immediately.
No .. 79. HQW TO BECOME AN ACTOR-Containing complete mstruct1ons bow to make up for various characters on the
stage; together with the duties of the S tage Manager Prompter
Scenic Artist_and Property Man. By a prominent Stage Manager'.
N!J. 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOK~ BOOK.-Containiug the latest Jokes, anecdotes and funny stones of this world-renowned and
ever popular Ger~~n comedian. Sixty-four pages ; handsome
colored cover contammg a half-tone photo of the a uthor.

No: 31. HQW T9 .BECOME A SPEAKER.-Containing fourteen 1llustrat1ons, g1vmg the different positions requisite to become
a good speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems from
a~l the popular authors of prose and poetry, arranged in t he mosll
simple and concise manner possible.
No. 49. ,HOW 'l'O DEBA'fE.-Giving rules for conducting debates, outlines for. de~ates, qu,estions for discussion, and tha bed
sources for procuring mformat10n on the questions given.

S OCIETY.

No. 3. ~OW TO ~L~R'.1-'.-The arts and wiles of flirtatiob are
fully expl~11!ed by this htt.e book. . Besides the various methods of
ha.r.dkerch1ei., fan, glove, parasol, wmdow and hat flirtation it con~ams a .full hst of the language and sentiment of flowers, ;.,hich is
m.terestrng to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be happy
without one.
·
. ~o. 4. H.OW .'1'0 DANCE is the title of a new and handsome
h.tt1e .book JU St issued by .!!~rank Tousey. It contains full instructions m the art of dancing, etiquette in t he ball-room and Rt parties
how to dress, and full directions for calling off in all popular squa~~
dances.
N.o. I?· HOW T<;) M~~ LOVJ)J.-A C!Jmplete guide to love,
court~h1p and marnage, g1vmg sensible advice, rules and etiquette
to be observed, with many curious and interesting things not gt·nerally known.
·
No. li. f!:OW TO DR~SS.-Contaiuing full instruction in the
art o~ dressmg and appeafmg well at home and abroad, giving the
select10ns of colors, material, and bow to have them made up •
~o. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.-One 0°f the
HOUSEKEEPING.
~~rightest and. most valuable little books ever given to the world.
No. 16. HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.-Containing Everybody
wishes to know how to become beautiful both male and
full instructions for constructing a window garden either in town female. 'fhe
secret is simple, and almost costless. 'Read t his book
or country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful and be convinced
how to become beautiful.
flowers at home. The most complete book of the kind ever published.
BIRDS
AND ANIMALS.
No. 30. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instructive books
No.. ~· HOW. TO K~EP BIRDS.-Han?somely illustrated and
on cooking ever published. It contains r ecipes for cooking meats, contammg
fu!J m~truct10ns. for the management and training of the
fish, game, and oysters; also pies, puddings, cakes and all kinds of canary, mockmgb1rd,
bobolmk, blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
pastry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
No.
39.
HOW
TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS AND
.cooks.
useful and instructive book. Handsomely illusNo. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for RABBITS.-A
By Ira Urofraw.
everybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will teach you how to trated.
No.
40.
HOW
MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Including hints
make almost anything around tbe house, such as parlor ornaments on how to catchTO
moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and birds.
brackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds.' Also bow to cure skins.
Copiously illustrated. By J. Harrington
Keene.
ELECTRICAL.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.-A
No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY,_.A de- valuable
book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing mounting
11cription of the wonderful uses of electricity and electro magnetism ; and
preserving birds, arimals aud insects.
'
t ogether with full instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries,
No._ 54. HO!\" TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.-Giving cometc. By George Trebel, A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty il- plet~
mforma~1on as to the m.anner an.d method of raising, keeping,
lustrations.
tammg, breedmg, and managmg all kmds of pets ; also giving full
No. ·64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con- !nstructi.ons
for m!1kin~ cages, etc. Fully explained by twent.y-eigbt
taining fu II directions for making electrical machines, induction
makmg it the most complete book of the kind ever
coils, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. 11Ius!rations,
publ!shed.
B y R . A. R, Bennett. Fully illustrated.
No. 67. HOW 'l'O DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-~ontaining a
MISCELLANEOU S.
large collection of instructive and highly amusing electrical tricks,
No. 8. HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST,_.A useful and intogether with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
structive book, giving a compl~te treatise on chemistry; also experiments in acoustics, mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and diE NTE RTA 1NM EN T .
rections for making fireworks, colored fires, and gas balloons. ThiiJ
No. 9. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST.-By Harry book cannot be equaled.
Kenn~y. The secret given away. Every intelligent boy reading
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-book for
this book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi- making all kinds of candl, ice-crean;t>,. syrup~ essences, etcw etc.
t udes every night with his wonderful imitations), can master the
No. 84. ·HOW TO B.lliCOME A1Y AUT.1:1.0R.-Containing full
a rt, and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the information regarding choice of subjects, tbe use of words and the
greatest book ever published. and there's millions (of fun) in it.
manner of preparing and submitting manu script. Also containing
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A valuable information as to the neatness, legibility and general comvery valuable little book just published. A complete compendium position of manuscript, essential to a successful author. By Prince
of games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable . Hiland.
.
'for parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the
No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-A wonmoney than any book published.
derful book, containing useful and practical information in t he
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and useful little treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common to every
book, containing the rules and regulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general combackgammon, croquet. dominoes, etc.
plaints.
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVID CONUNDRUMS.-Containing all
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS. -Conthe leading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable information regarding the collecting and arranging
and witty sayings.
of stamps and coins. Handsomely illustrated.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete and handy little
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old King B rady,
book, giving the rules and full directions for playing Euchre, Crib- the world-known detective. In which he lays down some valuable
bage, Casino, Forty-Five, Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensible rules for beginners, and also relates some a dventures
Auction Pitch, All Fours, and many other popular games of cards. and exReriences of well-known detectives.
.
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containing over three bunNo. oO. HOW TO B:!!JCOME A PHOTOGRAP HER .-Contai nd red interesting puzzles and conundrums, with key to same. A ing useful information regarding the Camera and how to work it ;
complete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
also how to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and other
Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captltin W . D e W.
ET IQUETTE.
Abney.
No. 18. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE. -It
No. 62. HOW T O BECOME '.A. :WEST P OINT MI LITARY
is a great life Recret, and one that every young man desires to know CADET.-Containing full explana!fons bow to gain admittance,
a ll about. There's happiness in it.
course of Study, Examinations, Duties, Staff of Officers, P ost
No. 33. HOW TO BEHA VE.-Containing the rules and etiquette Guard, Police Regulations, Fire Department, and all a boy should
of good society and the easiest and most approved methods of ap- know to be a Cadet. Compiled and written by Lu Senarens, author
p earing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and of "How to Become a Naval Cadet." in the drawjng-room.
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL CDADET.-Complete instructions of bow to gain admission to the Annapolis Naval
DECLAMATION.
Academy. Also containing the course of instruction, description
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITAT IONS. of grounds and buildings, historical sketch, and everything a boy
- Containing the most popular sele<::tions in use, comprising Dutch should know to become an officer in the United States Navy. Com~
dialect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled an4 writt~n by L u Senarens, author Oi "liQW: C~ l3ecome •
with many standard readings.
West Pomt M1 htary Cadet. "

PRICE 10 CENTS · EACH, OR 3 FOR 25 CENTS.
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567 The Iron Spirit; or, The Mystery of the Plains. By An
Old Scout.
568 The Sons of the Sword ; or, The Watchers from the Rhine.
By Richard R. Montgomery.
569 The Lost Island; A Romance of a Forgotten World. By
Howard Austin.
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Fred Fearnot's New Delivery; or, Giving Them a Hard
Curve.
Fred Fearnot and the "Night Raiders "; or, A Terrible
Time at Tankville.
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Fred Fearnot. in the Big Swamp; or, Exciting Times in
the Everglades.
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HANDSOME COLORED COVERS

PRICE 5 CENTS
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All of these exciting stories are founded on facts. Young Wild West is a hero ·with whom the a uthor was acquainted.
His daring deeds and thrilling adventures have never been surpassed. They form the base of the most dashing stories
ever published. Read the following numb ers of this most interesting magazine and be convinced:

I

a22 Young Wild West Put t o 'L'o1·ture; or, Arietta and the Apacbe
• LATEST ISSUES:
Ave nge rs.
295 Young Wild n ·est a nd t b e Cattre Brande rs; or, Crooked Work I 32<! Youug Wild \Yest and tb e Deatb Sign; or, Tb e Sec ret of <:b e b'orI
Han cb.
gotten
on tbe Big (; llan r h.
206 Young \\' ild Wes t· s F om Foes: o r, Tb e Sec ret Band of Co ld :l:!-! Young \Y ild West·s :\ev ada \"engean ce ; or, Ari et ta a~ d tb e Buried
.
ld
Go
Camp.
297 Young Wild \\' es t ·s Race fo r Go ld : o r, Ari etta and tbe Bank ~ ~ ;:; Young Wild \\ est"s Cowboy Ca valry ; o r, Sa vi ng tbe Besi eged Soldi e rs.
. ..
lt obl>e rs.
298 Young \\' ild West and til e T e nde r too t T ourist; or, A Grizzly llunt :l 26 Young ll'ild \Y est a nd Lil e Ovet·\a1Jd· Express ; or, Arietta and the
Gu u Fi;.;hter. "
..
In tb e Hocki es.
299 Young Wild West Routin g tb e "Gbost Dan ce rs··; or, Arietta and 321 Young Wild \lest Playing it Alone; or, A Game for Life or
tbe Snake Cllarmer.
Dea th .
300 Young \Ylid \Y est Crnss ;ng tb e Dead Line; or, Tbe Cowboys and 3:!8 Young \Yild \\"est and tbe Dynamite Ga ng; or; Arietta and the
tbe Sbeep Herd ers.
l(obbe rs ot Gold en Strip.
301 Young Wild \\'est and til e Boy Hunters ; or, Arietta and tbe 32ll You ng \\' ild n ·est ·s Grub Sta ke. and !low it Made a Fortune.
<!:JO Young Wild \\"est's Deatb De lia n ee: o t', A1· ietta and the Danites.
Game Steale rs.
302 Young Wild \Y est on tbe Dese rt of Deatb; or, He mm ed in by 3:; 1 Young Wi ld West in Crnoked CaDyon: or, Tb e Un de rgrnund Trail
Bandits.
to 1\o Man ·s Lnnd .
303 Young Wild West and tbe ' Dioneers; or, Figbting Tbeir Way to 33 2 Young \\' ild \Yest and ·· ~Jav e r ick Mike· · : or, Arietta and tbe
Grizz ly Gulch.
Round -l"p.
304 Yo.ung Wild Wcet and ·•r:awbide Ralph""; or. Tbe Worst Cowboy 3 33 Young \Y ild \Y est Chasing tb e ~J e xi cans: or, Tbe ··Hurrab'" at
1n Texas.
Hor. Head Hill.
305 Youn~ Wild West Sbooting for Glory; or, Tbe Cowboy Jubil ee at 334 Toung Wild \Yest afte r tbe Deatb Band ; or, Saving Arietta from
·
Rea Dou.
e Secr et Caves.
tb
306 Young Wild \\est·s Bciwie Rattle : or. Arietta and tbe Mine Quee n.
307 Young Wild West Commanding tb e Cavalry ; or. Tbe Last Figbt 3:l5 Young \Yild West Saving Il is Partners: or, A ll ard Figbt· Wi tb
Redskins.
of tbc A pa ch es.
308 Young Wild \Yest and "Digge r Dan"; or, Ari etta"s Danger 336 Young Wild West l''igb ti ng tbe Ca t t le men; or, Arietta's Brand-

I

8 ignal.

309 Young Wild West W orking His L asso; or, The Lariat Gang of
t b c C'ntt le 1:ange.
:no Young Wild 11·est·s Hunt in the Hills: or. Arietta and tbe Aztec
'
Jewe ls
311 Young Wild \Y est Trimming tbe Trail e rs: or. Lost in tbe Land
of rbe Dead .
312 Young Wild West at tbe Cowboy ••[.;ick-Up··; or, Arietta Beating
tbe Hron r h o Hnste rs.
313 Yciung Wild West Roping the Ran cb Raiders; or , Helping tbe
Texas R an~ers .
314 Young Wild West and the '"Terrible Ten··: or, Ari etta's Two Last
Sbots.
315 Young Wild \Yesr·s Apacbe Toke n; or, Tb e Trail tbat Led to tbe
Yalley of Gold .
316 Young Wild \Yest ··salting·• tbe Salte rs; or, Arietta a nd tbe
Deatb Chute.
317 Young Wild West·s Trip to Mexico; or, Routing tbe River Raiders.
318 Young Wild \\" est's Figbt on tbe Plains; or, How Ari etta Saved
Sett lem ent.
319 Young Wild \\"est at " Two Spot" Camp; or, The Bandits and th e
Powde r Traiu.
320 Young Wild \Vest's Tripl e Round-Up: or, Arietta and tbe Catt le
1{ing.

ing Marie

337 Youn g \Y ild \\'Pst an d tll e Two-G un Man: 01·. Cl eaning up a
:J~S

l\l i 1~ irg

('amp.

\\"i!d West·s Prairi e Cllase : or, Ar :e tta a :: d tbe Wolf
Pnrk.
339 Yourg \\' i!d West Holdi r g tbe Bill: or, The Figbt for tbe Cave
of nold .
340 Young \Y ild West"s Co w110:v Avenge rs: or, Arietta and t he MusY on ~ g

tan g R opers.

341 Young \Yild \\'est and ·· r ,.1,·et Bill" ' ; or. BatTling tbe Bandit
n nnrl.
:H2 Yonng \\"ild \\'est He lpi JCg th e Hunters: or, Ar!etta and tl.J e
:i ~ :i

Gr i zzl~'.

Youn g Wi lil \\'est and th e Half I: reed Trailer: or, Tbe Wbite
Flo"·e r o f th e T.'tes.
Young \\'jld \\'est Afte r tb e Ont laws; or, Arietta·s Hard Earoed
Victory.
34 5 ~·ou11g Wild \\'est!s Prize Claim: or. The Gold of Goo<l-B;i-e Gulch.
34 6 You11 g \\'ild \\' est Bo0111i11g a 'l'o " 11; or. Arwtta and t he Land S hurks.

I:lH

·

321 Young Wild W est ·Catcbing tbe Cla i m Crooks ; or, Tbe ··Bad "' Men
of Beauty Spot.
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~·

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
of our Weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdeal ers. they can be obtained from this office direct. Cut out and fill
in the following Order Blank a nd send it to us with the price of the weeklies you want and we will send them t o you by
return mail. POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

.. . .... . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . .... .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . ......... .. .. ......· .. ..... ...... ....... .

. .. . ••..•.....•. . ......... 190
FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Squa·r e, New York.
DEAR Sm-Enclosed find ...... cents for which please send me:
.... copies of WORK AND WIN, Nos ... . .... . ... : ..... . . .... .. . . ... ....... .. ...... . ...... • . ..• ·····••••
" WIDE AYvAKE WEEKLY, Nos .............. ... . ........................ . ... . ... ·· · · · ·•••
"
" ' VILD WEST WEEI(L'Y, - OS • • •••• •••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••• • ••• • • •••
"
'' THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76, Nos ............ ..... ................................. ..•• •.
"

"
"
"

'' PLUCK AND LUCK, Nos .......... . ....... . .............. . .................. . ....... . . •

1

" SECRET SERVICE, NOS. . ... . . .. .. ... ' ............... .. . . .......... . .............. ..• • • •.
" FAME AND FORTUNE WEEKLY, Nos ................. ... .. . ........ . .... "' ..... . . . ... . .
" " 'Ten-Cent Hand Books, Nos....... . ... . ....... . ... . ....... · . . . · · .. · · . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • •
. ... . . . T own . . .. ...... State .. . ...• .• •• • •• •..
Name . . ......... . ....... . .. . .. ... Street and Nn ... .

